Welfare 'bums' educated
By CHRIS GAINOR
The belief that a post-secondary
education is the best defence
against going on the welfare rolls is
false, according to a report on
B.C.'s welfare population.
The report, which was prepared
for the human resources department, shows that 40 per cent of
welfare recipients in the 25-34 age
group have had post-secondary
education and 40 per cent of
recipients in the same age group
have fathers in white collar occupations.
Most welfare recipients are
likely to be young and will
probably re-enter the job market
after a brief period, the report
shows.
A. study of university alumni
included in the report shows that
students are now more interested
in attending university for social
and intellectual values than career
orientation.
The study, entitled Systemic

Origins and Institutional Relationships of New State-Sponsored
Dependency Populations, was
prepared by Robin Hanvelt of the
human resources department,
Maria Canive of the Company of
Young Canadians a n d Sandy
Lockhart, a professor from Trent
University.
A copy of the report, which has
not been made public, was obtained by The Ubyssey.
The report comes shortly after
human resources minister Bill
Vander Zalm promised to crack
down on employable welfare
recipients whom he claims are
taking a free ride and are not
seeking jobs.
But the report states that most
welfare recipients prefer to have a
job or enter job retraining, according to a survey of welfare
recipients.
"We found that the first choice
by both employables and unempioyables on Social Assistance was

creation of jobs or job training. 70.6
per cent of employables and 41.6
per cent of the unemployables
chose these two policies from a list
of 10alternatives," the report says.
Only 13.7 per cent of employables
and 22.6 of unemployables chose
more welfare, the report claims.
"The youngest recipients do not
attend post-secondary institutions
and are predominantly blue collar
children while the 25-34 year age
group reveals approximately 40
per cent incidence of postsecondary education and approximately 40 per cent incidence

of fathers in white collar occupations.
"This indicates that recipients
from blue collar families do not
attend post-secondary educational
institutions and that there is a
rising incidence of recipients from
higher status families," the report
says.
In the study of 800 university
alumni, "the results were striking.
While 65 per cent of all respondents
were career-oriented upon en-,
tering, only 43 per cent reported
the career preparation aspects of
higher education an advantage

after they entered, the work
world."
The study a'ssumes students are
career oriented or dependency
oriented, that is, toward social,
intellectual or existential values.
Career-oriented people generally
enter private industry while
dependency-oriented people prefer
to join the civil service or volunteer
groups.
People who graduated in 1943
prefer private enterprise work 59
to 41 per cent over public service
See page 13: SCHOOLS

U councillor hits
UBC 'empire'
By MARK BUCKSHON
A B.C. Universities Council
member Thursday accused the
UBC administration of being "a
little empire" in not co-operating
in providing councillors with information about the university's
operations.
"UBC seems to be a little empire," said councillor Betty McClurg in an interview. "They (the
administrators) seem to think it's
an institution like none other. The
rules don't apply to UBC."
McClurg, speaking in support of
remarks by new councillor David
Helliwell that the council doesn't
know what it is doing because it is
unable to get enough information,
singled out the UBC president's
office as the core of the problem.
But the outspoken councillor did
not provide specific examples to
support her charges and her
claims were denied by council
chairman William Armstrong and
UBC vice-president William White.
Helliwell told the UBC senate
Wednesday, on resigning his seat
there, that "I must confess, in all
honesty that I don't think the
(universities) council knows where
it's at, and where it's going."
In an interview Thursday
Helliwell said the problem is occurring because the council doesn't
have enough information available
to make proper judgments on how
much money should go to which
university.
The council's principal function
is dividing provincial government
operating and capital grants
among the province's public
universities.
Helliwell said that before the
council can make its decisions it
needs to know about things such as
faculty-student ratios, space
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LONG WALK to parking lots, cafeterias, classes . . . anything, for that matter, is undertaken by students
leaving buildings Thursday. But trekkers had at least one surprise when they came out - it wasn't raining.

Lack of polls fails to deter voters
Voting on two fee levy referenda
continued to be a haphazard affair
Thursday with only two of a
proposed four all-day polls open for
voting.
And only one poll, in SUB, was
open for the full time —10 a.m. to 4
p.m. — while one in Sedgewick
closed earlier in the afternoon.
Polls in Woodward library and the
War-Memorial Gymnasium did not
even appear.
Despite the smaller number of
places to vote at, however, more
students managed to make their
way to polls and vote than did
Wednesday — 893 Thursday, 643
Wednesday.

Students are being asked to
approve a levy of $1 each for both
the B.C. Student Federation and
the National Union of Students. A
quorum of 3,500 voters with a twothirds majority in favor are needed
for the referenda to pass.
An unscheduled day poll was
opened in the Gage residence
common block from noon to 2:30
p.m. Scheduled night polls were
open in Totem Park, Place Vanier
and Gage residences from 4 p.m. to
7 p.m.
Only four polls were open in
Wednesday's voting.
"I don't find it at all surprising,"

BCSF chairperson Lake Sagaris
said Thursday.
"It's hard enough to make
quorum at UBC anyways, without
having half of the polls closed," she
said. "It makes me really angry,
frustrated and unhappy."
Brent Tynan, acting Alma Mater
Society returning officer, said
Thursday the polls weren't open
because there weren't any people
to run them. It is Tynan's job to
ensure that polls are opened and
manned.
"I had people arranged for the
polls, but they didn't show," he
See page 13: BAD

utilization statistics and the
amount of money it costs to teach
students in different programs.
"There may be a bottleneck (in
getting information) in that the
universities may be reluctant to
give up the necessary information
the council needs to make
decisions," he said.
McClurg agreed with Helliwell's
statements but went a step further
in singling out the UBC administration.
She claimed UBC officials are
willing to provide answers to
specific questions but that they
take a rigid stand in their
responses. If officials can't answer
the question posed, she said, they
would not help by suggesting
alternative ways of getting the
information.
McClurg also claimed requests
for information from UBC always
have to be channelled through the
tightlipped president's office,
while officials at Simon Fraser
University and the University of
Victoria are more co-operative.
"I kind of think they just hope
we'll go away,"she said. "Perhaps
it's understandable. It's (UBC)
been there the longest."
White, who is UBC's senior
financial officer, said Thursday he
doesn't know what McClurg is
complaining about.
"I don't know of any instances
where we've failed to give information," he said.
"I haven't expected this (attack)," he said. "I'm frankly quite
mystified that you apparently have
this information. Certainly nothing
was communicated to the
university before by the council
before (about a lack of cooperation)."
See page 2: NO

'Cut p a y , buy books'
Classics prof Malcom McGregor thinks professors should take
reduced salary increases to help beef up UBC's library budget.
McGregor, speaking at Wednesday's senate meeting, gave notice of
a motion "that senate advise the president that the dire needs of the
library should be the first charge on the ne,w budget when it is
allocated," by the university board of governors, probably in early
summer.
McGregor suggested two ways the university could add $500,000 —
the sum he described as the minimum the library needs to maintain its
current level of competence — to the library's budget.
"If the money applied to increases in salaries (to UBC faculty) last
spring was reduced, a couple of percentage points, it would have made
a lot of difference.
"Perhaps the faculty association might be willing to recognize that
it could reduce its demands in the interests of academic standing of
the university," he said.
Last year, the faculty asked for, and received, an average salary
increase of about 18 per cent. The average UBC full-time faculty
member now makes about $26,000 a year.
He also suggested that the money spent making UBC's formerlyvertical direction signs readable could have been spent on the library.
Cutbacks in the library's budget forced it to stop ordering any new
books or journals in November.

Page 2

No major
UBC hassles
—Armstrong
From page 1
"I would really like to take it up
with the chairman of the council,"
he said.
But Armstrong said he doesn't
know what McClurg is getting at.
"We've had no particular problem
in getting information," he said.
"Certainly there's been no major
confrontation."
"You know Betty as well as I
do," he said.
(Armstrong was apparently
referring to McClurg's earlier
outspokenness about council
openness. She has failed to get any
support from other councillors in
having council meetings open to
the public.
Meanwhile, Helliwell qualified
his earlier remarks that council
meetings must be open because the
Universities Act specifies most
meetings should be held in public.
He said, after attending his first
council meeting Thursday that
general oppenness would inhibit
the kind of communication between universities and councillors,
the lack of which he believes is
hindering the council's effectiveness.
But Helliwell said he would like
to see more opportunities for the
public to present opinions at open
meetings (currently done about
once a year) and said he would
favor the idea of having open and
closed portions of general council
meetings.
Currently, almost all council
meetings are completely closed to
the public.
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CUSO NEEDS
AGRICULTURAL
ENGINEERS
AND MECHANICS

Friday, March 19, 1976

OMBUDSPERSON
THE SELECTION COMMITTEE IS NOW ACCEPTING

There are numerous positions available for degree and diploma
graduates to work in several Third World countries.
Farm Mechanic Instructor — Ghana
Agricultural Mechanic Teacher Trainer — Ghana
Two Lecturers in Agricultural Engineering — Nigeria
Farm Mechanic — Tanzania
Irrigation Specialist — Nigeria
Post Harvest Technologist — Indonesia

NOMINATIONS

FOR THE POSITION OF

OMBUDSPERSON. NOMINATIONS WILL BE OPEN
UNTIL 4:00 p.m. FRIDAY, MARCH 19.
Dick Byl, Chair..
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
AT BUSINESS OFFICE S.U.B. RM. 266.

Most positions are available immediately or mid-summer, 1976.
Travel arrangements, orientation, medical and dental coverage,
housing, and local salary is provided. For further information
contact CUSO International House UBC.
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Water No. 1
MICHIGAN (ZNS-CUP) - A
new study of U.S., drinking habits
has found that plain, old-fashioned
water is still the United States'
number one beverage.
The Michigan council on alcohol
reports it has compiled a list of the
most popular drinks in the U.S. and
water still comes out on top,
although other beverages a r e
catching up. After water, the study
says, the most often consumed
beverages were coffee, soda pop,
milk and then alcoholic drinks, in
that order
Th 1 council ropor's t'.at each
man, worn.-in nnri child consumed
an average of :>5.o gallons of water
in 1974, 32.8 gallons of coffee and
31.2 gallon? of jop.

EMI
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BEETHOVAN - SEPTET
OP. 20 The Ensemble of St.
James

VIVALDI & ALBINONI
OBOE CONCERTOS

TCHAIKOVSKY 1812 Overture Glinka: Russian and Ludmila Overture
MOUSSORGSKY Night on a bare mountain: LPO/Mackerras
DVORAK New World Symphony,
Philharmonia/Sawallisc h
MOUSSORGSKY-RAVEL Pictures at an
Exhibition
BEETHOVEN Violin Concerto, Leonid
Kogan / Paris Conservatoire / Silvestri
MAHLER Symphony No. 4 inG. Margaret Price
/LPO/Horenstein
GRIEG Peer Gynt Suites 1 8 2 . Piano
Concerto in A minor. Katin /LPO/Horenstein
OBOE CONCERTOS Vivaldi - in A minor,
F V11 No. 5; in D minor, F V11 No. 1.
Albindni - in D, Op 7, No. 6; in B flat, Op. 7,
No. 3. Sutcliffe/Virtuosi of England/Davison
STRAUSS WALTZES Blue Danube;
Emperor Waltz: Artists Life; Wine,
Women and Song. LPO/Guschlbauer
RACHMANINOV Piano Concerto No. 2 in C Minor;
Preludes in D, G and G sharp minor. Moura
Lympany/RPO /Sargent
GREAT ORGAN WORK No 2, incl
Widor: Toccata
HOLST The Planets, BBC Symphony
/Sargent
BEETHOVEN SONATAS Moonlight',
Pathetique', Appassionata'. Daniel
Chorzempa.
CHOPIN Ten Nocturnes. Moura Lympany
TCHAIKOVSKY Swan Lake and Nutcracker
Suites. Philharmonia / Sawalisch.
BEETHOVEN Symphonies: No.5 in C minor;
No. 8 in F. Berlin Philharmonic /Cluytens
MOZART Piano Concerto in C, K.467
(Elvira Madigan), Serenade inG, K.525
Eine kleine Nachtmusik'. Moura
Lympany Virtuosi of England/Davison.
BACH Brandenburg Concertos - No. 1,
No. 2, No. 3 Virtuosi of England/ Davison.
BACH Brandenburg Concertos-No. 4. No. 5,
No. 6. Virtuosi of England/Davison.
VIVALDI The Four Seasons. Kenneth Sillito/Virtuosfof England/Davison
BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 6 in F Pastoral'. Berlin Philharmonic/Cluytens.

Enjoy the superior quality
of European pressings

MAHLER - FOURTH SYMPHONY London Philharmonic Orchestra

for

HAYDN-SYMPHONIES
NOS. 44 & 45

BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 7 in A. Berlin Philharmonic /Cluytens
BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 9 in Dminor, 'Choral'. Berlin Philharmonic
/Cluytens
HANDEL Messiah Highlights. Solists: Huddersfield Choral
Society/Royal Liverpool Philharmonic/Sargent
ELGAR Enigma' Variations; Introduction
and Allegro for Strings. LPO/Boult
BRAHMS Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat.
Claudk) Arrau/Philharmonic /Giulini
RAVEL Bolero; Pavane pour une infante defunte; Alborada del gracioso
La valse. Paris Conservatoire/Cluytens
SCHUBERT Dieschone Mullerin, Op 25
Ian Partridge (tenor)
HANDEL Concertos for Organ and Orchestra Nos.
2. 4 and 7. (The Cuckoo and the Nightengale);
Kynaston/Virtuosi of England/Davison
STRAUSS Polkas and Overtures. LPO/Guschlbauer
PAGANINI Violin Concerto No. 1 in D. Op. 6.
Hasson/New Philharmonia/Devos
SAINT Saens Organ Symphony No. 3 in
C. Minor. Paris Conservatoire/Pretre
WALTON Belshazzar's Feast Michael Rippon,
baritone/Halle Orchestra and Chorus/Loughran
DVORAK Cello Concerto, FAURE: Elegie,
Janos Starker/Philharmonia /Susskind
MOZART Flute concert!, Adeney - flute
/English Chamber Orchestra /Leppard
BEETHOVEN Symphony No. 3 in E flat. Op.
55 Eroica' Berlin Philharmonic/Cluytens
TCHAIKOVSKY Violin Concerto in D,
Op. 35; Leonid Kogan, violin / Paris
Conservatoire / Silvestri.
SCHUBERT The Trout' Quintet:
Moura Lympany with Principals of the LSO
BEETHOVEN Piano Cone erto No. 5
Emporer' John Lill/SNO/Gibson
FRANCK Symphony in D minor Philharmonica Silvestri
BRAHMS Sympony No. 1 in C minor Op. 68 Halle/Loughran
SCHUMANN Dichterliebe Op. 48; Liederkreis Op. 39
Ian Partridge - tenor

Mail Order
50c Post & Handling of Each
Record.

556 SEYMOUR ST.
PHONE 682-6144
The place to buy a music system

O K N THURSDAY & FRIDAY
TIL 960 P.M.
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NDU to become satellite U

By HEATHER WALKER
Notre Dame University will offer
degrees from the three coast
universities in two years,
Universities Council chairman
William Armstrong said Thursday.
Armstrong said NDU will cease
granting its own degrees at that
time.
He was responding to concern
expressed by NDU acting
president Val George that the
university might not continue to
exist as an autonomous degreegranting institution.
Armstrong said the university's

immediate fate is still undecided
and will remain so until the NDU
board of governors decides its
response to the council's recommendations.
"Our recommendations were
fairly specific, and it's hard to tell
what their response will be.
They're a private institution and
are run by their own board," Armstrong said.

Earlier
this
month
the
Universities Council made several
recommendations for NDU, most
importantly that the provincial
government continue to fund the

institution for the coming
academic year.
NDU's first- and second-year
courses would be handled by
Selkirk Community College, while
NDU continued to offer third- and
fourth-year courses.
Armstrong said the coast
degrees would be offered through
'correspondence courses,
tutorials, the media through radio
and television, and some face-toface lectures when there are large
enough audiences."
No specific .program has been
designed for the correspondence
degrees yet, Armstrong said.

But he said education minister
Pat McGeer will soon set up a task
force to examine the possibility of
the program.
Armstrong had earlier expressed approval of such a
program but had not said it would
definitely come into effect.
At that time, he said the program
would be similar to correspondence programs in England
and Australia.
First- and second-year courses
will be offered through the local
community colleges, he said, and
third- and fourth-years by
correspondence and individual
tutors in the areas where the
student is living. Library books
would be obtained through an
expanded inter-library loan
system, he said.
Although almost 80 per cent of
NDU's funds come from the
provincial government, it is still
considered a private institution
because it does not come under the
Universities Act and appoints, its
own board of governors, Armstrong said.
He said no definite decision had
yet been reached oh NDU's immediate future, but "probably
first- and second-year courses will
be divided between NDU and
Selkirk College. Selkirk will
probably take all the first-year
courses, and the two institutions
will divide responsibility for the
second-year courses."
George said Wednesday KDU
was willing to accept most df the
council's recommendations. These
include a plan to share administrative costs with other institutions in the area such as
Selkirk College and the Nelson
Vocational School, and handing
over the university's cpital assets,
lands and buildings to the
provincial government.

But, he said, "we need some
assurances at this time that there
will be a full four-year program at
Nelson, and we're not getting any
assurances."
If the NDU board does not accept
the recommendations, Armstrong
said, it is unlikely that the
provincial government
will
provide any funds for the coming
year.
But he said, "they are still a
private institution and could try to
get funding elsewhere."
He said a decision on funding will
have to be made as soon as
possible, both because funds will
have to be allocated before the provincial budget is set and
because "it is unfair for the
students there not to know what
they can do next year."
"The students there will be
writing exams and leaving soon,
and they need to know what will
happen so they can make plans for
next year," Armstrong said.
Meanwhile, both the National
Union of Students and Canadian
University Press, a newsgathering
co-operative
of
Canadian
university and community college
student newspapers, have sent
telegrams protesting the government's policy on NDU to McGeer.
Both express support for "the
students, faculty and staff of Notre
Dame University and the people of
Nelson in the fight for NDU's
survival."
The NUS telegram reads in part:
"The need for post-secondary
education which serves all
Canadians is well recognized by
students in every province.
"The closing or crippling of
Notre Dame would be a repugnant
step away from such education. We
urge you to ensure the survival of
this university."

Summer job outlook
grim for many at UBC
STUDENT SLEEPS in Brock Hall lounge after reading copy of UBC PReports hidden unOer covers°crf
Thursday's Ubyssey. After glancing over first story in admin "newspaper" student nodded off only to wake
up later and read through fine student newspaper.

Bureaucrats cling to ancient ways
Students hoping that UBC's
registration procedures would be
brought up to 20th century standards will have to wait at least one
more year.
A UBC senate committee,
established
to
examine
registration procedures and
recommend
improvements,
suggested that course schedules be
printed earlier in the year — no
date was specified in the report —
and that two more committees
dealing with registration be
established.
Jonathan Wisenthal, senate
member and English 100 chairman, asked why the committee did
not recommend pre-registration
because the final report states:
"There was a consensus (among
the university community) that
early academic advising be continued and that some form of preregistration should be introduced
at UBC."
Committee chairwoman Helen
McCrae replied that such a
recommendation
would
be
meaningless unless firm course
schedules are not established
earlier. Most are not established
until well after exams are finished.
Senate then tacked on an
amendment to the committee
recommendations that schedules
must be prepared, "preferably by
April 15" except "under unusual
circumstances." The committee's

other recommendations then
passed.
The other recommendations, as
amended by senate, arr: academic
advising and that the availability
of such advising be made more
evident to students;
• that administration president
Doug Kenny be asked to establish a
university-wide standing committee on registration, including
an investigation of the feasibility of

the method used at present to
assign registration times, of expanding the computer registration
system used in some faculties now,
and of introducing some form of
prep-registration at UBC.
McCrae excused the ineffectiveness of her commitee by
saying they were faced with "a
large task. We felt we could only
start ideas."

Book deadlines set
The recommendations of a
senate committee could ease some
of the problems UBC students face
each year in buying textbooks.
Senate voted at its Wednesday
meeting that April 1 will be the
deadline by which professors must
order books for the following
September, and books for the
spring term must be ordered by
Aug. 31.
There is currently no enforced
deadline, and profs who order their
textbooks during the summer often
cause students difficulties because
books do not arrive at the
bookstore until well after the fall
term has started. The deadlines
are an effort to avoid this problem.
The bookstore was also ordered
to report to senate-each November
the following information:

• the surplus or shortage of
books for a given course;
• the number of professors who
did not meet the April 1 and Aug. 31
deadlines.
• in the cases where shortages of
texts are reported;
• the dates all orders were
received by the bookstore;
• the date the order was passed
along to booksellers by the
bookstore; and
• the date the ordered books
arrived at the bookstore.
Individual faculties and large
departments are also being asked
to designate a liaison person to coordinate the ordering of textbooks.
The committee was established
by senate in October after student
senator Gordon Funt complained
of the inefficiency of the bookstore
and of profs in ordering books.

By GREGG THOMPSON
When UBC students finish with
all the hassle of final exams and
essays, they'll have another
problem to worry about — summer
jobs.
A campus poll conducted
Thursday showed that few students
have "definite" summer jobs lined
up yet and even those with experience are unsure whether
they'll be accepted back by their
previous employers.
Students who have held parttime jobs over the winter said they
were anxious, to find full-time
summer jobs but added they might
have to settle for continued parttime work.
At least half those surveyed said
they had no connections or
previous experience to work on arid
held little prospect of finding a
decent summer job.
- :
UBC placement officer Cam
Craik said Thursday students
seeking summer employment this
year are going to find opportunities
slim.
"I would have to predict that
students are going to have a very
rough time finding work this
summer," he said.
"I would advise them to get out
knocking on doors and breaking
down the obstacles. It's not going
to be easy."
Craik said that while student
applications through his office
were sluggish, he expected to have
some 3,000 applicants on file by the
end of April.
But he was non-committal on the
number of jobs his office would be
able to provide for UBC students.
"I don't want to supply any
figures or say 'so many students
will find work'," because it's
political and inaccurate," Craik
said.
Craik said feedback from
students and employers using the
placement service was poor and as
a result the ratio of successful

student applicants to unsuccessful
job hunters was inconclusive.
"For instance if we file a student
job application and Canada
Manpower also files that application and the student gets a job,
who gets credit for it?
"Or we might phone up a student
and his mother says he's at work,
well, we have no way of knowing
where that job came from, employers don't tell us and students
don't tell us.
"Our statistics can't be honest
because we just don't know," Craik
said.
He said Careers 76, the summer
employment program set up by the
provincial government, was the
largest summer employer on
paper but cautioned that no
specific results have yet showed
themselves.
"Itremains to be seen how much
money is going to be put into it, but
we haven't seen much in the way of
specific jobs yet," he said.
Meanwhile, federal manpower
minister Robert Andras said
Wednesday in Ottawa "it will be a
tough summer" for job-seeking
students, and added that no new
federal monies are being allocated
toward summer job-creation
programs.
Current federal summer employment programs will provide
work for some 12,000 young people
this summer.
The Opportunities for Youth
program, which would have
provided an additional 29,000
summer jobs for Canadian youth
this summer, was abandoned late
last year because of budgetary
considerations.
Craik urged students to come to
the placement office soon and not
to wait for the end of term.
The placement office operates
out of room 211, Ponderosa Annex
F. Office hours are from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
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Senate wallows in tokenism

The year in review, part 5 - the senate. But the motions, inoffensive as
The more "radical" of the 17 representatives who will stand up
Tokenism is one of the best ways they were, had first been proposed students on senate seem to believe - and speak out, who will try and keep
of preventing real change.
to senate in October, 1974. It took that yes, real change can come about trying to prod senate into really
m o n t h s and
a n o t h e r by working through the system acting.
This year, as every other year, m a n y
0
UBC's senate has excelled in committee before senate could which has so effectively stalled so
But the chances of it happening
providing tokenism and preventing actually go ahead and approve the many things for so long.
with the current crop of student
motions.
real change.
senators are not particularly good.
And the other student senators And that's putting it mildly.
And last month, a move by some
To be fair to the 86 people who
meet every month in senate's student senators to have senate look don't seem to realize that there's
Next time around, let's try for
chambers, they can't really help it. at the way teaching is currently anything wrong with the way senate
When the people who are on senate evaluated on campus was shelved functions — or doesn't function — some vocal students who won't get
intimidated by the stuffy, old-boys
in the first place haven't changed into committee. It'll be a long while now.
atmosphere of senate. And once we
significantly over the years, it's before that one comes up again.
S t u d e n t s on campus could get those people, let's keep prodding
hardly realistic to expect them to
Things aren't likely to change on
improve things by electing senate them into action.
initiate changes.
senate during the near future.
There's an aura of academia that
floats through the air in the stuffy
senate chamber — the academic
rv^^TTV
humor, the dry and obscure wit —
and it seems to affect what senate
does.
Senate, to understate the case,
does not rock the boat.
pi^gofiT~P»
Instead, it floats smoothly along,
it carefully changes the wording of
any motions that are the least bit
contentious and it quietly shoves
o t h e r controversial things into
pre-packaged committees which
almost inevitably get lost in the
tangle of bureaucracy.
For example, these days it's
fashionable to pay lip service to the
goals of the women's movement.
Even administration president Doug
Kenny has publicly stated that he's
going to "improve women's l o t " at
UBC, by setting up committees.
But last September, when senate's
ad hoc committee on enrolment of
women proposed some motions,
senate managed to change the
wording
of
most
of
the
recommendations to make them
utterly innocuous.
Senate also rejected the idea of
establishing a committee which
w o u l d have ensured that the
resolutions
were
actually
implemented.
More recently, senate Wednesday
approved several motions about the
campus bookstore. The motions
.^<M.
- _ i l ^ e U6V55EY—'
were designed to ensure earlier
ordering of books by faculty
members, so students wouldn't have
' Y o u see, John, most of these corporations appoint their board chairmen
to wait until October or November
on a year-round basis . . . . "
for books they needed in September.

%SiBiMimS,fS^iMi
E m w £>y men$<

Letters
AMS was
dishonest
No one denies any society the
right to use honest, above-the-table
enticements to gain the cooperation of individuals in getting
otherwise unpleasant jobs done.
Some may claim this as a
foundation of our society. Unforewarned failure to supply the
guaranteed rewards constitutes
sucking.
Goose Creek Symphony, one of
the most original, talented and
listenable bands in the area was
falsely promised to us in return for
our a t t e n d a n c e in completing
necessary chores related to the
Alma Mater Society.
The excuses given certainly are
scanty, considering the gross
substitution made. Trooper is the
band I hear at every local dance,
blaring from every rock radio
station, buzzing around in my head
and making me sick to my
stomach. If opposites can be found
within such a field, Trooper and

Goose Creek would head the list.
But what's the explanation?
Certain
unmentioned
arrangements were neglected. The
omissions were discovered Friday,
but posters didn't go up until
Monday. Public apologies were
made to Goose Creek. • We, the
students, were ignored.
The AMS has sucked us in and
rubbed our noses in it.
Richard McMahon
applied science

Love
This letter is in regard to Harold
Mann's opinion as expressed in
The Ubyssey Tuesday. I am
striving
for
greater
communication in the interest of
campus romance.
However, I would disagree with
your statistics concerning the ratio
of males to females on this campus
— it is the 'scarce' male population
who are seemingly elusive in their
actions toward c r e a t i n g and
maintaining a higher level of
sociability.
As a result, I agree that there is a

certain level of frustration experienced by myself and many of
my female friends and I can assure
you that I have many female
friends — too many. That being the
case, I would like to continue a
discussion
of
our
mutual

philosophies and various solutions
to them.
Harry where do you hide
yourself?
Heather Johnston
arts 2
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Published Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays throughout the
university year by the Alma Mater Society of the University of
B.C. Editorial opinions are those of the staff and not o f the AMS
or the university administration. Member, Canadian University
Press. The Ubyssey publishes Page Friday, a weekly commentary
and review. The Ubyssey's editorial offices are located in room
241K of the Student Union Building. Editorial departments,
228-2301; Sports, 228-2305; Advertising, 228-3977.
Editor: Gary Coull
" I ' m nasty to nice people and nice to nasty people," asserted Ralph
Maurer. " I ' m nasty to everyone," said Chris Gainor, after one of his
groaners. " I ' m nasty," said Doug Rushton. "Naustay," agreed Gary Coull.
" A right nasty one, that, nudge, nudge, wink, w i n k , " replied Dave
Wilkinson. "Say no more, say no more," grinned Sue Vohanka. "We're
both nasty," said Mark Buckshon (sic). The crazy mob then grabbed the
heads of Heather Walker, Doug Field, Gregg Thompson, Mark LePitre,
Matt King, Bob Rayfieid (a nasty blow), Susan Alexander, Bob Diotte,
Bruce Baugh, Merrilee Robson and Ron Binns, nailing them to the floor.
Fellow nasties David Morton, Paisley (nasty note) Woodward, Susan Borys,
Ian Morton, Brian Gibbard, Anne Wallace, Eric Ivan (the nasty) Berg, Greg
Strong (and nasty), Trevor Jones, John Morris and Richard Currie had a
nasty time. A n d a nasty hello to B. Delaney Walker.

Great
I saw Spring's Awakening and
thought it was just great. I hope
you will see fit to publish this
testimonial of my admiration for
the production and for all who took
part in it. Thank you.
Leon Hurvitz
asian studies professor
The Ubyssey welcomes letters
from all readers.
Letters should be signed and
typed.
Pen names will be used when the
writer's real name is also included
for our information in the letter or
when valid reasons for anonymity
are given.
Although an effort is made to
publish all letters received, The
Ubyssey reserves the right to edit
letters for reasons of brevity,
legality, grammar or taste.
Letters should be addressed to
the paper care of campus mail or
dropped off at The Ubyssey office,
SUB 241-K.

The cover is entitled Waitress with a Tray, a photograph by
Philip Bentley which is part of a collection of early photos taken
in B.C. now on display at the Vancouver Art Gallery. On PF 2
John Morris reviews the exhibition in conjunction with our
theme issue.
This week Page Friday takes a look at the arts in B ,C.
Ian Morton examines the theatre scene in Vancouver on PF 2,
while Trevor Jones reviews the Touchstone Theatre Company's
production of Brecht's The Exception and the Ruje on PF 6.
On PF 3 Eric Ivan Berg talks with a local musical group,
Eagle Beaver.

The visual arts are represented by the unique sculptures of
Evelyn Roth, whose book, The Evelyn Roth Recycling Book, is
reviewed by Richard Currie on PF 4. On PF 3 David Morton
interviews and discusses the work of local artist Gathie Falk,
who currently has a show at the Beau Xi gallery.
PF 7 features the irrepressible Anne Wallace with her Vista.
Also on PF 7, Ron Binns examines the relationship between
Soviet Russia and fascism with a review of Aleksandr
Solzhenitsin's latest book, The Gulag Archipelago Two.
Finally, Bruce Baugh reviews the recent concert by jazz
violinist, Stephane Grappelli.

CUSO URGENTLY NEEDS
UBC Faculty with overseas experience
to assist Local Committee

Theatres suffering
By IAN MORTON
At this stage of 1976, the theatres
of Vancouver, like many other
artistic institutions in B.C., still
have not situated themselves
comfortably into the hands of the
new Social Credit government.
This is especially the case of such
struggling new groups as
Tamahnous. The general feeling is

BACKSTAGE . . . facing,questions
of space and money but still playing.

one of uneasiness. Most groups
seem to wish the NDP were still in
power. They now wonder how
much aid will Grace McCarthy cut,
and what aid she will cut. The
answers have yet to be provided.
In answering my questions, Ed.,
Astley of Tamahnous seemed to
stress the purpose of his group's
work, in order to qualify his
feelings on their financial security.
Being what Astley calls a
"theatrical-educational
community"
(workshopping at
numerous schools), for 10 months
of the year, and doing mostly local
drama, Tamahnous needs much
outside support.
So far, Tamahnous has been
receiving grants from OFY, LIP,
Canada Counctf, the B.C. Cultural
Fund and UBC's Koerner Fund.
Asked if he has been happy with
the aid, Astley said, "Well, the $125
per week we have been getting is
great compared to Toronto. We
have been, what we consider, wellpaid for 10 months. But it now looks
like Grace McCarthy is going to cut
us off some. So far we have had our
first instalment of $7,000 from the
provincial government, but we've
got another 10 to go, and it doesn't
look too promising."
The picture from Canada Council
is not too promising, either.
"We've gotten $26,000 this year as
compared to $8,000 last year, but
that's thanks to one lady. Now they
say 'you've gone as far as you can
go' and we're being cut off. It's the
same story nationally — for the
small theatres, at least."
The result seems to be that
Tamahnous' educational program
will be nullified. "Vancouver is not
a theatre town, except for Y. H. Lui
and his Star Spectacular series.
It's an indigenous theatre crowd
that's not growing too well — that's
why we're into the education. But
we're being forced to cut off now.
And the same thing is happening
with the Playhouse."
Another
problem
with
Tamahnous is that, after being
what is known as a "Poor Theatre"
(the emphasis being on the actor,
not the scenery) and finding their
form to be getting "too
imaginative," they now need to
become more advanced. And with
a shortage of theatre space, that is
not easy.
With places like the Vancouver
East Cultural Centre booked up
solidly, and for only three-week
runs, what is called the Vancouver
Theatre Alliance has emerged.

Page Friday. 2

per week to $145 at his theatre —
"and we're already above the
minimum." The result is more and
more non-equity people are being
given job consideration.
Asked about the various grants
the Arts Club receives, Millerd
said, "Canada Council's grant is
small, really small, for our size.
We're pleased with the Provincial
Cultural Fund so far, but city
council's grant is small — not
nearly adequate for the size of our
organization. There are sympathetic ears at city council, but on
the whole, there is great
inequality. It's like they're trying
to clump all the small theatres at
the bottom. But there are new
people who are aware of the
problems, and as far as city
council is concerned, things can
only get better."
The Arts Club is doing well now
— with its 200-seat capacity, and
$2.50-$4.75 ticket range. Now
playing David Fenario's On the
Job to good houses, the Arts Club is
winding up what Millerd calls the
"profitable half of the cycle" — the
stretch between October and
March when Vancouver weather is
foul, and people like to frequent the
theatres.
It's in spring and summer that
the crowds begin to wane. One
wonders why then, is Millerd
taking his chances on a lesser
known, Canadian drama.
"Right now we are exploring as
much Canadian material to do as
possible, but the American syndrome is very strong. In fact, our
problem now is to educate
audiences by letting them at least
form their own opinions. And we
have to do it."
Regarding the space problem,
Millerd felt assured that it was
slowly being rectified. "The
theatregroup in Vancouver is quite
cohesive — there's much more
friction in Toronto. So" that
situation doesn't look too bleak."
The West Coast Actors, now in
existence for one and a half years,
have a rather different situation on
their hands. Speaking as West
See PF 4: DRAMA

Tamahnous, along with West Coast
Actors, the Arts Club, City Stage
and the Playhouse, are now
working for a False Creek theatre
that would be, in fact, a West End
Cultural Centre. City planners
have okayed the idea, but whether
or not the money can be raised for
it, is quite another matter.
Camilla Ross, at the Playhouse,
stressed space shortage as the
Number One problem. The
Playhouse Theatre, like VECC,
can only schedule itself for threeweek runs, and there is no chance
of touring companies playing
there. Equus could have run
almost interminably, it was such a
hit, but there is no way the
schedule could be altered.
. Asked about the Playhouse's
money situation, Mrs. Ross was
quick with her figures; 28% from
Canada Council, 17% from the B.C.
Cultural Fund, 6% from six
municipalities, 35% box office, 14%
corporate fund raising, and the
rest from private donations. She
said, "The provincial government
hasn't got it together yet, though.
Ernie Hall (former provincial
secretary) formed an Inter-Marks
Board for the NDP government, to
advise him on who and what to
fund, but now with the Socreds, the
staff is gone."
Mrs. Ross said that city council
has been very helpful, especially
with the new bylaw passed that
allows developers to build higher
buildings, but under the condition
that they put more money into
community access.
But like the much smaller
Tamahnous, the Playhouse is
feeling the pinch for wanting to
grow. Their acting school, for
instance, is doing very well as the
only acting schoorper seywest^rf
the Lakehead. But high equity
costs, along with>*spae© shortage
and changing governments, have
put it in a fairly precarious
position. The same is holding true
for the Playhouse's TheatreEducation and Explorations
programs.
Bill Millerd of the Arts Club says
that salaries are going up from $65

in campus activities
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UBC President's CUSO Committee,
International House, U.B.C.
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He cheated
with money
and with love

now... he was
gambling with his life.

I N T E R N A T I O N A L HOUSE PRESENTS

SAMUEL Z. ARKOFF and GLORIA FILMS present

FAREWELL DINNER

OMAR SHARIF - KAREN BLACK • JOSEPH BQnOMS

7:00 p.m., March 26
A l l 1 9 7 6 graduating Canadian & I n t e r n a t i o n a l students (i.e. those returning
h o m e ) are i n v i t e d to this d i n n e r . A l i m i t e d n u m b e r of tickets are available,
so b o o k e a r l y .

&
STEEL BAND
DANCE

invited

Dinner
Singles Couples
2.50
5.00
3.00
6.00

Starring in

| |

^ [ .

MATURE
SHOWS A T 12:10, 1:55, 3 : 5 0 , 5:50, 7:45, 9:40
S U N D A Y 1:55, 3:50, 5:50, 7:45, 9:40

9:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
WITH THE
T R I N I D A D SUPERTONES
Everyone

^ ^ »

Vogue
911 GRANVILLE
685-5434

to this last great dance of the year!

Dance
Singles Couples
1.50
3.00
2.00
4.00

I.H. Members
Non-Members

Odeon
/SHOWS AT: 12:15,2:00,4:00
5:55,8:00,9:55

"'„GIIANVIt"
682-7468

A D Y I N G D A U G H T E R ' S LAST G I F T BECOMES THE

ECHOES
*J OF A C U M M E R

SHOWS A T : 7:30, 9:30

f i l l Saturday, March 20.

Anthony Braxton Quartet

thatASTRAL
will FILMS
lingerRELEASE
in ^Jyour
AN

w i t h Dave Holland

R I Cheart
H A R Dforever!
HARRIS

Park
t'i^Ar"'

In the Backroom till March 27

"TOGETHER"

FRANCOUS T R U F F A U T

eight-piece f u n k

THE
STORY

COMING EVENTS
Jazz - Pharoah Sanders Quartet
March 22-27

Charles Mingus Quintet

MATURE

SHOWS A T : 7:30,9:30

Dunbar
224-7252
DUNBAR »l 30th

April 5, 6, 7
A d v a n c e t i c k e t s n o w o n sale!

OIL GAN HARRY'S
752 THURLOW

OFADELER

RESERVATIONS 683-7306
THE

U B Y S S E Y

': 3 6 f. > & U

d H

•'Jacques Brel is alive a n d well a n d e n o r m o u s l y f u n n y in this
hilarious, inventive, laugh-filled f a r c e . " — D o n a l d M a y e r s o n ,
C u e Magazine

'a pain in the a . . . '
.MATURE
SHOW TIMES: 7:30, 9:30

Varsitu

224-3730*
* 3 " W. 10th
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Photos blow up past tales
By JOHN MORRIS
Photography always teeters on the borderline of art. The exhibit 11 Early B.C.
Photographers, now on display at the
Vancouver Art Gallery is a fine example of

when the organizers thought they "could see the Depression photos by the American trayal, can transcend the barriers of craft
a revelation" in the particular image.
Farm
Security
Administration and justify being called art. If you go to the
exhibit for nothing else, it is worth it to see
photographers.
Frankly, not every picture has the air of
Bentley's work.
revelation about it; some could have been
Obviously the proportions of the B.C. All of the negatives were lovingly handled
left in the archives for the purposes of an art photographers' work does not equal their and printed. Fred Douglas deserves credit
gallery display. The Steveston tram in a better-known contemporaries, but some of for the masterful reproductions. Where the
Richmond field and the numerous shots of the same motivations lie behind their work. composition of the photos is uninteresting,
1912 New Westminster store interiors could The pictures here are not selfconscious or one can derive esthetic pleasure sheerly
and should be displayed somewhere else. adorned, but they show a successful attempt from the range of tones in the prints. It is
Aside from these that seem of only historical to interpret while documenting. More im- rare to find a photo display of any age which
interest, anda few which will not transcend portantly, they exude an attitude of ac- is so superb technically, and photographers
snapshot status, the show is fascinating.
ceptance; judgment is never passed.
should form a healthy respect for Douglas'
Thompson portrays, in turn, a group of skill and devotion. It shows, once again, the
The bulk of the pictures were taken during
the period from 1900 to 1930, though the show detectives with various murder weapons in enormous power of Black and white
nominally covers the era from 1890 to 1940. hand, a class of hairdressers and a pair of photography.
The gallery has been good enough to print
Photographs have an immediate impact on army cadets, standing mechanically, as if to
one's senses in a way no writing could, so be inspected by the viewer. He also has a some of the photos in two of their
this show has a unique ability to allow us to 'before and after' pair of photos of McGavin publications: Vanguard, their tabloid
peek back into the generations. Whole breadmen, in their old and new uniforms, newsletter, which costs 25c and in the
superbly printed catalogue, which is a steal
families peer from the wall, revealing respectively.
Bentley's portraits of B.C. Tel employees, at $2.00.
themselves as no other medium could allow.
The show consists entirely of photographs
Almost all of B.C.'s recorded history lies on commissioned by the company in the late
this side of the line drawn by the invention of 20's, are masterpieces. The waitress, the taken for other than artistic purposes. It
photography, and these photos show how repairman, the cable-layer, are all in the illuminates the nature of photography to see
much more vivid our knowledge is of the fine tradition of documentary photography, which images now rise from the functional
time since the first stabilized photographic that, by virtue of its composition and por- and emerge as art.
images.
The photos of people are the most effective. This is partly because the viewer
can become involved in the images more
quickly. For all the superficial differences
of the figures — clothes, hairstyles,
decorations, etc. — the faces are all
hauntingly human. That effectiveness is
also due partly, in this case, to the particular skills of several of the
photographers.

—john morris photos

how precariously that line winds through
photography.
The pictures shown are the first set of
acquisitions for the gallery's new
photographic collection. The negatives
come from several institutions, but
primarily from the Vancouver Public
Library's archives, which are quite extensive. The pictures were chosen by
Christopher Varley, of the gallery, and Fred
Douglas, a local professional photographer.
They say in their introductions to the exhibit
catalogue that the pictures were chosen

The best of all the portraits are the series
by Percy Bentley, Stuart Thompson and
Claire Downing, who like most of the 11,
were commercial photographers. It is
particularly apparent in the composition of
the photos of these three that their concern
for the image goes beyond the normal
commercial interest. Bentley, Thompson
and Downing should rank with the likes of
August Sander (who documented Germans
at home and in the United States between
1900and 1940) and Robert Frank (the Swiss
whose landmark photo-essay, The
Americans, was produced in the 1940's).
Some of the photos, though taken under less
trying circumstances, resemble the style of

PHOTOGS . . . the relevant and the sentimental approach to the past.

Eagle Beaver comes
Eric Ivan Berg talks with Ann Griffin,
Derek MacNeill and Glen Sherman,
collectively known as Eagle Beaver.
Students in the creative writing department's song writing workshop, Eagle
Beaver play and compose their own music,
what Berg describes as folk rock.

Alaska and California. I've been here two
years going to school, couldn't .stand the
States so I just had to come to Canada.
Derek: We met here last year, about a year
now. We met when I was doing a little
concert at the poetry readings here at UBC.
He came over afterwards, said "Let's get
together" and we slapped each other on the
Page Friday: Well we've finally cornered
back and said "Fine!" Then we started
Eagle Beaver, you've come to roost . . . but
working out some things together. We did a
name itself, how did you arrive at such an
little work around town last fall and in
attention getting logo?
January we got together with Ann and we're
Ann Griffin: Well a friend who was now a . . . triumverate?
visiting me, Bruce, an excellent jazz pianist,
PF: Well that was a creative writing
thought up Eagle Beaver. It really looked
department sponsored poetry reading and
nice on paper. We'd all spent four hours in a you are all now members of Doug Bankson's
restaurant the night before trying to think
creative writing Songwriting Workshop.
up a name. So it happens we decided upon a How long has it been going on?
good one.
Glen: Well this is the first yeafr for it and
PF: Which ones are the Beavers? I unhopefully not the last. I guess it's just sort of
derstand that you Ann are the only Eagle.
a gamble by Doug to see if it would work,,
Ann: That's right. I'm an American from
and I think it's worked quite well.

EAGLE BEAVER . . . left to right, Derek MacNeil, Ann GriffiMaienShermarr
'
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—tricia rankin photo
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together

PF: Could you describe the Workshop Ann: We're trying to expose our own
itself, Derek, how many people are in it and songs and sometimes it's kind of hard. But a
coffeehouse situation is excellent because
where are they musically headed?
Derek: There were ten people but one of the people will sit down. They may be fans of
them left. It's a fantastic experience to be Joni Mitchell, but they're a listening crowd
able to bring songs and have the class give and have been so far. They don't want to
critical responses to them. It's for me the dance to Disco music. This point is really
good to us because we get a response from
best workshop I've ever had!
Ann: There's lots of collaboration between the audience. People come up to us at inthe people who write music and those who; termission and between sets and after the
just write the words. For the most part show and give us all critical remarks. It's
people write words and don't know much of been a development, it's been a growing
music. We do a couple of songs in our Eagle thing. We've just started from scratch with
Beaver concerts where the words were all our new songs and we've got to see how
written, and the music, by people in our people respond to them. Because we can't
tell by ourselves because we're a little bit
class.
Derek: So we're pushing other people's biased as they're our own songs.
PF: Quite true, and musicians starting
music with our own.
PF: At the last workshop concert, done by out on the grind have little protection
the entire class, I heard a lot of the other's themselves. What about the Vancouver
songs and they were quite well strung out. Musician's Union? Do any of you Eagle
Doug himself has told me that there are a lot Beavers have any understanding of how it
of solo lyricists in your class and that there functions? Well does it protect young people
was a dearth of songwriter musicians like like yourselves or hinder?
yourselves?
Glen: I think if you're starting out it can
Glen: I think if it got a little larger it would be a bit of a hindrance simply because the
make things more difficult. I think the size fees are so high, and once you're out of the
of the workshop right now is perfect — that Union you really have to pay — like if you're
they may have to do is split it up (next year) in and you drop out for some reason or fail to
into a couple of blocks if it gets popular. I pay your Union dues — weD to get back in it
don't see any reason why it shouldn't get is pretty hard too.
PF: According to Canadian content, such
popular. More and more kids are coming up,
just like in hockey, more rookies keep as Joni Mitchell, what other Canadian
musicians do you find influence your
cropping up.
PF: Currently what are you doing? The musical work to any appreciable degree?
Ann: Well, Bruce Cockburn . . .
frat houses?
Derek: . . . I'm influenced by Lightfoot
Derek: Campus oriented gigs, we really
and have been for about ten years now as
haven't gone outside the campus yet.
Ann: Well, there's the different music too. well as by — dare I say Leonard Cohen? I
All of us have played at clubs. We've played think what he does he does well. Even his off
the popular "You Are The Sunshine or My key stuff, that's great. It's his style, he's
Life" type stuff. Even gone as bad as perfected his style, and he's aware of his
limitations.
"Rocky Mountain High" garbage.
See PF 5: BEAVER
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Roth recycles rotting rubbish
By RICHARD CURRIE
What would you do if you had
some scraggly sweaters, junkable
jerseys, mangled magnetic tape,
or frowsy feather dusters? Recent
surveys show that most of you
would toss the entire lot in the
trash. But Evelyn Roth wouldn't.
She's persuaded 10 miles of
videotape to mesh together in the
form of a mammoth canopy for the
Vancouver Art Gallery. Another
two miles made a car cozy —
complete with m a t c h i n g accessories. Disgraced dusters have
"cleaned up their acts," under Ms.
Roth's supervision, and become
chic evening c a p e s . She has
crafted a suit of musical armor and
wired an electric dress. Evelyn has
philanthropically helped homeless
sweaters to lead useful lives as
drapes and hairy furniture. Fifteen
found themselves united as a
sweater, 30 feet in diameter, for a
fashionable family of four.

Drama
From PF 2
Coast Actors' t r e a s u r e r , J a n e
Heyman (also a director and actress) told me how this was the
first company in Vancouver,
besides Holiday Theatre, to be
founded by experienced performers. "It was the first time an
actor said, 'Hey, we're getting
stagnant. Actors are more than
puppets!' — and did something
about it."
The result is, most company
members
have
some
administrative function with West
Coast Actors. But they are all
working out of their own homes, as
they have no offices. And as they
continue to grow as a theatre
company (which they are doing in
more than reputation) that cannot
last for long. They need help.
West Coast Actors are receiving
" a d e q u a t e " g r a n t s from the
various governmental agencies,
and have a special "non-profit"
contract with Equity that allows
for an even split of the earnings
between all the actors. But West
Coast is operating with an 80 to 90
per cent expenditure ( t h e a t r e
rental,
personal
expenses,
scenery. . .) leaving only a 10 to 20
per cent overhead. And without an
appointed public relations employee, local fundraising is
nonexistent.
To install any administrative
head at West Coast Actors, would
cost them somewhere in the neighborhood of 10 to 15 thousand dollars
per year — and they just haven't
got that kind of money.
Again the problem of space is
brought up. Though West Coast
Actors and the Arts Club have
recently co-produced the two
successful shows, Whisper to
Mendelsohn and The Imaginary

working person, the endangered
species, and the West Coast Indian.
In hangar #5 they're making a Roth
super-fantasy, a 120'xl80' sky! You
can check out their work on Sundays between 12 and 3. Or, better
yet, why not get in on the act as a
volunteer and lend "a hand with the
work?
Evelyn Roth's tastefully crazy
career in the art world started
about 10 years ago. From '66 to '69
she was involved in the goings-on
of a collective of Vancouver
dancers, poets, designers, artists,
filmmakers, and musicians called
INTERMEDIA as a dancer and
designer. In 1970 the collective
broke up but some of the members
have worked sporadically with Ms.
Roth since then, most notably with
the E. R. Moving Sculpture Co.
Her work came of age and left
the Boho Dance realm of New Art
in '71 when she displayed her work
at the New York Museum of
Contemporary Crafts. Here the

concrete of a new art form began to
set, providing a strong foundation
for a mushrooming art movement.
Since then s h e ' s continued
having exhibitions at the VAG as
well as the Art Gallery of Ontario,
Tokyo's American Centre, Expo
'74,
Amsterdam's
Stedelijk
Museum and the Portland Art
Museum to name but a few places.
She's been awarded by the Canada
Council and has s p e a r h e a d e d
recycling forums across Canada,
the U.S.A., Japan and Europe.
She's even held her own Roller
Derby!
In short, Evelyn Roth is unbounded. If you'd like to know
more about her work, The Evelyn
Roth Recycling Book is hot off
Vancouver's Talonbook's presses
loaded with ideas that'll serve as
springboards for your own.
As the sign on her bike says,
"WATCH
OUT
FOR
THE
RECYCLER."

was with P a m e l a H a w t h o r n e ,
managing director for the New
Play Centre. The Centre, now in its
sixth year, concentrates on the
playwright's
final
script,
criticizing and adjusting it in a
workshop of actors and directors
until it is ready for production. The
New Play Centre has produced
some 20 works in the past three
years.
Mrs. Hawthorne was not too keen
on the idea of speaking of money.
Among the major governmental
subsidies NPC r e c e i v e s , she
named the Koerner, MacLean,
Hamber, Spencer and du Maurier
Though his partner, David Lui, Foundations.
has enjoyed great success with
Before I could respond to that,
shows like Jacques Brel, Kurt Mrs. Hawthorne said, "But we've
Weill and Godspell, Cowley ex- got no sour grapes there (regarpressed some concern in that that ding outside funding) — if that's
short history is not enough to live what you're looking for. Each of us
on. However, he also felt that in the NPC is in it for the love of it,
Vancouver really does have a not the money. As it's turned out,
thirst for the musically-oriented we get paid for our time, not much,
productions, the Lui Theatre will
concentrate on.
My last stop, in covering active
Vancouver theatre organizations,

but we aren't in it for the money."
The New Play Centre originated
with UBC Creative Writing
professor, Douglas Bankson, (then
teaching playwriting, as he still
does) when he was getting inundated by playwrights from all over
the province who had no place to
turn to with their scripts.
With Sheila Neville, and a
Koerner donation of $500, he
started the Centre— as a workshop
form of play critique. But since
then, NPC has developed to a point
where it involves some 25
workshops per year, and goes over
about 130 scripts in that time.
NPC seems content to be the
outlet for B.C. playwrights it is, in
spite of whether or not the money is
good. As far as t h e a t r i c a l
organizations go, the NPC is admirable, insofar as its "in-it-forthe-love-of-it" a t t i t u d e would
probably not let it falter, if subsidies did.

their own movement and balance,
but also to develop sensitivity to
the movements of others. Even the
shyest people d i s c a r d their
inhibitions and enjoy being enveloped and animated in the
sculptures." Her philosophy — be
dynamic. Let the material, the
artist, and the surrounding environment meld and move together
in a symphonious synergetic
celebration. From, function and
founder act as one.
Right now Evelyn's working with
the Camouflage Crew at Habitat
Forum at Jericho. Her mission —
Evelyn Roth is really into her to take the rough edges off the old
work . . . literally. And so are h a n g a r s and to w r e s t l e the
others. The Evelyn Roth Moving resounding echoes to the ground.
Sculpture Co., a group of dancers Evelyn and the crew, many are
including Ms. Roth, get inside her local artists, are doing this with an
jersey reknits of Elastic Spots, Sea undernourished budget along with
Mollusks, and spider weblike banners, flags, and hangings made
creations, giving them a haunting from masses (15,000 square yards)
yet inviting quality of anthromo- of factory rejected nylon material
promorphism. "These sculptures from back east — dirt cheap!
allow people not only to explore Themes for their work include the
Ms. Roth does not limit her
knitting and crocheting to just wool
and video tape. Epochs have been
spent crocheting, stitching, and
knitting tempestuously in order to
transform jersey, fur and leather
into what she calls "sculptural
wearables." She's done things that
would make sheep sit up and applaud. (When she worked at UBC's
Fine Arts Library she'd wear
clothes so unusual that people
would line up waiting to see what
she'd have on when she came out
for lunch!)

Invalid, the box office has not been
providing the subsidy West Coast
needs.
"If The Sea had sold out every
night, for our entire run, we'd still
only make up 50% of what we had
spent," says Jane Heyman.
Heyman also feels that West
Coast Actors have been conservative in what they need and
ask from grants. "I believe in
subsidy, but I also believe that you
have to make your own way down
the road to real enterprise. There
comes a point where you must take
the responsibility
of
your
aspirations. . ."
West Coast Actors, in keeping
with their principles, have never
applied for a LIP grant because
"most of our actors are in good
demand."
At the new David Y. H. Lui
Theatre it is still too early to tell
what problems are going to loom
largest in the future. Certainly the
fact that Lui well overshot his
budget in building the theatre on
Richards Street is not one to allow
him and his partner, Peter Cowley,

to relax. But the disadvantages of
being the only privately-run
theatre in Vancouver were easy for
Cowley to express.
"Being a
privately-owned
theatre, we depend totally on ticket
sales — and our problem is, we
can't make up the difference on
revenues. (The Lui Theatre tickets
are priced at $7.50, for a single
series.) In the openly-owned
theatres you can keep your prices
low by subsidies. But that gives the
public a warped sense of what the
price should be. We're of the
opinion—if it's good, it's worth it."

U.B.C. FORUM
sponsored by Student Representative Assembly of AMS
12:30 noon Monday March 22 SUB 207-209
POLITICAL INTERFERENCE IN B.C. UNIVERSITIES:
THE QUESTION OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM
SPEAKERS INCLUDE:
BING T H O M
dismissed member of BoG
Vancouver Architect

CLIVE L Y T L E
Dismissed member of BoG
B.C. Federation of Labor executive
DON McRAE
President, UBC Faculty Assoc,
Assoc. Prof., Faculty of Law

G I D E O N ROSENBLUTH
Elected Faculty representative to BoG
Professor, Dept. of Economics

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT

eaflb Restaurant Dining Room
SPECIAL "WESTERN" SMORGASBORD - M I v
5:00 P.M. to 8:30 P.M.
C H I L D R E N UNDER 10
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Vaseline jars celebrated
By DAVID MORTON
"Your assignment for this week," said the
fuzzy-faced P F editor from behind his
glasses, "is to interview an aspiring local
artist."
I searched the little fellow's face for signs
of drunkeness, but it was only Tuesday. We
only go drinking on Thursdays, when we
have to lay out the paper.
"You're crazy!" I screamed, "there's no
such thing as a local artist. Nor an aspiring
one at that."
But he was serious.
I had never talked to a real artist before,
and I was trying my damnedest to get out of
it. I. imagined myself in some dingy cafe,
trying' to talk to this poverty stricken individual about Pablo Picasso and the ideal
artistic expression.
Of the three people I asked about local
artists, two people mentioned a woman by
the name of Gathie Falk. I was told by these
people that she had been giving art shows in
Vancouver for the past few years, and had
been enjoying much recognition of late. I
learned that she was currently showing
some of her latest work at the Bau-Xi
Gallery in the city.
So down I went to the Bau-Xi to check her
out.
To be frank, I thought the show was weird.
It consisted of some forty drawings of
bootcases containing such everyday objects

as cups and saucers, apples, and vaseline
jars. The cases were drawn frontally, but
often Gathie gave sides to them, adding a
strange perspective. Each little object
seemed to command the same amount of
meticulous detail with both pencil and
eraser.
But what was she getting at? What was
she trying to do? Isn't art supposed to say
something? What was in Vaseline jars? I
kept wanting some cosmic message to jump
out at me, but nothing happened.
Gradually, however, I began to realize
that Gathie was not trying to reveal any
prophetic vision in her art. It became clear
that all she was doing was celebrating the
existence of the everyday, the ordinary. In
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I talked to Gathie not so much about her
art, but her recent climb into prominence.
A large part of her artists training came
from the Department of Art Education at
UBC, where her main interest was in
painting. Some of her teachers here urged
her to pursue a career in art, but she faced a
common problem of all artists, namely
money.
"Unless you a r e recognized in the field,
there is no way you can go on."
Did she benefit at from a r t school?
"Well it is dreadfully hard to teach art. All
you can really learn are the skills and
techniques to make a competent artist. But
you can't stimulate the imagination, at least
over a long period. A good teacher can give

m..sM '
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trust themselves yet" decided to give her a
"one-man show."
That was in 1965, and it was around then
that she decided to devote her time entirely
to her art. On the strength of her own
savings and a Canada Council Grant she
retired from teaching, rented a studio, and
began applying herself.
Recognition from the National Gallery in
Ottawa came through a series of events. The •
Canada Council makes a practice of
travelling across the country every year
looking into the work of the artists they are
supporting. If the work is particularly
outstanding, the coun.cil makes recommendations to the Gallery. Gathie also had a
close circle of friends whose names were
respected by the Gallery, who made
recommendations.
In December of 1975, Gathie Falk's work
was shown there, and a few pieces were
bought by the Gallery. Next November, they
will organize a travelling show of her
drawings as well as her Herd of Horses.
I asked Gathie if she ran into any other
problems aside from financial and
struggling to be recognized.
"Not really. One thing that people always
ask me, though, is whether being a woman
hindered my career, but I don't think there
was any problem."
She seemed quite placid when talking
about obstructions to her career. She did not
seem willing to publicize any personal
vendettas on people. The impression I
seemed to get was that she, had anticipated

^ ~ PLANTS . . . pencil and eraser drawing.
the precise details of these objects, she was
inserting a reverence into them. There was
even a light whimsical humour to the
drawings. It was a positivism that was
particularly refreshing in the light of much
of Modern Art.
When I talked to Gathie on the phone, she
mentioned that she had been doing a large
number of interviews in the past week. The
weariness of these formal discussions and
the "same old questions" came across in
her voice, but I felt a genuine warmth
through that cold exterior.

you temporary inspiration but only for
awhile."
After graduating from UBC, she taught at
an elementary school in Burnaby for twelve
years. She feels that this experience affected her work only indirectly. "Only to the
extent that any job affects your life, did it
affect me."
When she first felt that her work was
worth showing, she approached several
galleries on the lower mainland. She was
turned down several times until a gallery
that wasjust starting out and "didn't quite

problems getting club dates and folk concert
things, we're getting them all the time.
We're performing a t least once a week but
still it's those audience's responses to our
From PF 3
Glen: I think I'm getting off a lot on music which we need. We're diversified,
that's one thing about this group. Ann is into
Murray McLauchlin.
Ann: Also, I think I like a lot of what Anne jazz and blues so far and orients towards
Mortifee's doing right now. Her trip is just classical music as a (UBC) musie student.
right on, I mean I really admire the woman. I'm basically folk and Glen also.
Ann: And rock and roll!
She's an excellent actress. She just has a
Ann: We're trying to get away from that
new message. And she has a new idea, a new
thing which is just fantastic and it's a one- original folk style of saying "I, me, this, it
and I Cry All Nite When My Baby Leaves
woman show! I think she's great.
Derek: What Pied Pumkin and Anne Me!" We're trying to get into a song like
Mortifee a r e doing right now to the music Glen's story from the bible "Rachel." Derek
scene is opening up the industry and ex- has a love song "How Many Times Must We
posing it as not just a mechanical and Be found Like This." We're trying to take a
limited black and white thing — but they're piece of art and set it on the table and work
putting spirit into the music. I think Van- at it and form it that way, rather than the
couver as a musical force is small in usual. Like we mean it!
P F : You compliment each other quite
relationship to the international music
scene, but I think it can grow. I think there's well with a wide variety of instruments, isn't
that so. Ann, you yourself play the guitar the
a lot of spirit in Vancouver.
P F : I think there's a lot of talent here too. Diane and the flute and what else?
Everybody sings?
Another subculture of sorts?
Ann: Yes, singing that's my concentration
Glen: Yes, something that's opposed to
their style and I think that's what's as a music student here at UBC.
P F : Derek, you play the lead guitar and
developing now. Now who knows when that
develops and flowers then another type of what else?
Derek: Twelve and six string axe and do a
subculture might start to emerge —
little bit of percussion, piano and flute — but
something completely different again.
P F : I'm still thinking in terms of you as a that's just totally on the side.
P F : And Glen in the Beaver you play . . .
young group growing up. What problems,
what real hassles have you experienced? Is everything?
Glen: Yeah, I just do all the acoustic and
getting publicity flack one of the major ones
or is it simply getting dates in respectable electric guitars and a bit of the piano and
harpoon. Well yeah I'm definitely the body
places for feedback?
Glen: In terms of the music itself I think in the group. I definitely display the
we are still in the embryonic stages. I don't muscles. The legs and the muscles and just
think we have encountered the problems sort of straighten the handle up.
Ann: We have an excellent bass player,
yet, we haven't even reached the problems
who plays with us when he can, who should
yet.
Derek: We're more or less still concerned be recognized too . . .
P F : . . Don . .?
with audience responses because basically
we a r e going original material. A lot of
Derek: Don Durazio right. He's getting
people a r e coming and hearing our music married off in a couple months so he won't
for the first time and they're not familiar be with us long. We'll be back to the original
with it. So it takes a little time for our music Eagle Beaver with its sexual conto grow in their heads. We're having no notations. . .

P F : . sensual or incestuous as the case .
may be. Well Eager Beavers what about the
future? Like the funky Pied Pumkins who
have pressed an album locally and sell it
locally to family, fans and friends — do you
see yourselves eventually trying to do a
local album like that.
Derek: Well ultimately that's what we're
all aiming for.
Ann: Yeah it's a local feeling, a local
thing. I'd like to see Vancouver music
happen. To see fewer people brought in
from, let's say the U.S., ahem!
P F : Now what about your reactions to the
Canadian Radio & Television Commission's
30 per cent Canadian music quota for radio
stations. It has tremendously increased the
number of Canadian groups on the airwaves, both those groups who had been
making it and 4hose groups who wouldn't
have been making it without the eager
beaver quota. Do you think the ruling is (a)
good or (b) bad or (c) is promoting
nationalism in an artificial way or
whatever? Warning; this is a springloaded
question.

Falk . . . working and showing
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Glen: In a way I can see where it fails. It
fails when you have Canadian groups
playing national music. Now what's the use
of promoting them? Why not go to the
national music to begin with? Otherwise
you're just hearing the music once removed
and that's where it fails. I think where it
does succeed is where you have legitimate
Canadian a r t i s t s reflecting legitimate
Canadian needs, whatever they a r e , with
legitimate national environmental issues all
coming through in the music.
PF": Well folks this is an open forum ending — is their absolutely anything else
you'd like to say about the Beaver?
Derek: About our tapdancing routines and
everything else you know?
Ann: Yes, particularly since I'm from
Alaska.
P F : Well in Alaska you simply have to
tapdance to stay warm. .
Ann: That's right — especially while
you're skating.
UBYSSEY
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RABBITS . . .
pencil and eraser drawing.
all these problems before setting out and
more or less accepted them as inevitable.
What could be the reason for Gathie
Falk's recent success? The answer, I think,
lies in her philosophy of art.
"My only philosophy of art is that it is not
the most important, thing in the world."
This refreshingly antagonistic remark is
so totally against all the heaviness and the
profundity that seem to be associated with
art, that it could be the reason why people
are beginning to look at the work of Gathie
Falk.
Nevertheless, she is still aware of the
plight of the up and coming artist, and I
asked her if she had any advice for these
people.
"Yeah. Keep going, work regularly, and
don't be discouraged by critics. If you keep
at it then someday you will be recognized."
Vincent van Gogh once said that when the
artist finally has his work recognized, it is
the hardest realization for him to come to.
He was referring to the public criticism that
he was suddenly thrust into, and he could
never take this to his own advantage. But
Gathie does not take her criticism too
seriously unless a valid point is brought out.
"Usually I have a feeling of what is wrong
with my work, and if it comes out in the
criticism then I take it into consideration."
As to the recognition, it is not so much a
hard realization, but a necessity.
"Recognition is nice because it lets you
keep going, but it does have its drawbacks. I
think ever since I was a teenager I anticipated the dangers of being exposed like
that. You no longer have- the privacy that
you used to. And you have to be wary of the
friends that you make. There a r e always
people that want to know you just because of
your a r t . "
Prirlr
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Actors graduating
would be a good choice and par- McCall. It will be produced in the
By TREVOR JONES
Touchstone Theatre Company ticularly one of his didactic pieces spring and may be a medieval
play. Company members who are
was formed last October by 10 because the issues are clear."
Fenwick
considered
the presently tied up at Freddy Wood
people from UBC's Theatre
Department. The group recently audience reactions after per- will be more actively involved in
performed a one-act play, The formances at University Hill and this production.
Fenwick said that Touchstone is
Exception and the Rule by Bertoldt Winston Churchill high schools to
Brecht, in the Sub's party room. be "surprisingly positive." Several looking at some modern plays for a
student suggestions that "made full-length production that is to be
sense" have been incorporated into produced in the summer.
The Exception and the Rule
"We hope to have established
A one-act play by Bertoldt Brecht the play.
Touchstone has been using the ourselves quite well by the end of
Directed by Gordon McCall
Arts One building for its rehear- the year," said McCall. He would
Performed by Touchstone
sals. In return, they performed like to see Touchstone serve the
Theatre Company
The Exception and the Rule at actors as "an intermediate step"
on March 2
an Arts One symposium that was between graduation into a comThe play concerns a merchant held on March 13. This is to be petitive field and "progressing, if
travelling across a desert to reach followed by an April showing at the the people so desire, to go on to
Ulan Bator, Mongolia. The mer- Vancouver Art Gallery and something more." The company
chant uses threats and promises to possibly several more high school will serve as a base that allows us
to develop, yet it will remain
keep his guide and carrier ahead of performances.
"Our next production will
a competing expedition that'
See PF 8: BRECHT
follows close behind. Leaving the probably be another one-act," said
"unreliable" guide at a desert
outpost, the merchant attempts to NAROPA INSTITUTE INVITES YOU
complete the journey with a
to attend two public lectures on FRIDAY, MARCH
confused, tired carrier.
Here the Touchstone per19th by Dr. Jeremy Hayward, Vice-President of Naropa
formance lost what had been a
Institute.
fast-moving pace. Vicki McAFTERNOON LECTURE:
Cullough (the carrier) and Ian
Fenwick (the merchant) were
TOPIC: Meditation & Education: A Buddhist Approach To
unable to fully communicate the
Learning
hardships of the desert crossing.
PLACE:
U.B.C.
Room 1007 Scarfe Building
The play regained momentum
when the merchant forced his
T I M E : 12:30 p.m.
carrier across a flooded river,
EVENING LECTURE:
breaking the latter's arm in the
TOPIC:
Spontaneity & Tradition In Tibetan Buddhism
process. The merchant leader kills
the carrier, mistaking the wounded
PLACE: Kits House Hall, 2305 West 7th Ave., Vancouver
man's offering of water for a
T I M E : 8:00 p.m. (reception for friends of Naropa afterward)
vengeful attack.
Both these lectures are free and open to the public if you have any
The final scene deals with the
questions please phone:
legal action taken by the carrier's
DHARMA STUDY GROUP
widow against the merchant. After
an amusing court case, the mer3151 Heather St., Vancouver
Phone: 674-8420
chant is acquitted and the widow's
request for a financial settlement
is denied.
The nine short scenes into which
The Exception and the Rule is
divided demand that the actor
quickly adjust to being in and out of
the play. In most of the scenes, the
performers (McCullough, Fenwick, Gordon McCall, Karen
Bergman, Don Griffiths, Michael
Puttonen) maintained the alert,
controlled acting necessary for
such adjustment!
The music and props were
refreshingly simple. Two drums, a
flute, and several percussion instruments combined to give
pleasing sound effects. Props
consisted of two stools, one bamboo
curtain, a sheet of blue paper used
to suggest the river, and a canvas
tarp which served as a stage.
"Choosing this play allowed us to
be portable and to go into most any
space," said McCall, director of
Touchstone.
McCall and Fenwick outlined
several other reasons for the
company's choosing The Exception and the Rule as its first
play.
The inexpensive production of
the play was an important factor in
its selection. Like many newly
formed
theatre companies,
Touchstone is short of cash. They
have a "very small" B.C. cultural
grant which is "in the mail," according to McCall. But McCall said
that the group will be largely selffinanced until "some of the people
Try Southern Com
in the granting institutions begin to
fort and find out
see or hear about us."
who's right. But
The company members supyou'll enjoy it so
ported Brecht's portrayal of exmuch you won't
ploited worker and exploiting
really care.
employer.
Southem
Southern Com"We all came into agreement
Comfort
fort. Smooth,
about the fact that the main issues
The Grand
sweet satisfacin the play were still relevant and
Old Drink of the
that we agreed with them," said
tion from the
McCall.
South that cant
South. Y'all love
McCall also said that "since we
be imitated.
it.
had to fund this project ourselves,
we decided to do it in the high
schools first . . . then we decided
to give the students something that
would lead to a discussion afterwards. We decided that Brecht
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BOY ONE
GET ONE FREE!
Isn't it time YOU got into
the l3SBr0MOOkS Experience
a bold new series of
science fiction ADVENTURE NOVELS.
LASER publishes three original full-length novels
every month. Easy reading, fast-paced novels in a
science fiction setting.
16. KANE'S ODYSSEY
Jeff Clinton
Rufus Kane, a rebel, flees from a tightly
controlled, isolated commune to safety I
in a large city. But a friend betrays him |
and his incredible trial reveals a world
gone mad. Law and order are absolute
and human rights have vanished. Rufus
becomes a rebel with a cause: the
creation of a world fit for men.

17. THE BLACK ROADS
J. L. Hensley
the
BLfiCK

mam

Sam Church is a trained killer, a
member of the infamous Red
Roadmen. But Sam refuses to kill and is
imprisoned and tortured for his
nonconformity. He escapes and races
across the continent in a running duel
that will end in death - his own or the
tyranny that reigns on the Black Roads.

18. LEGACY
J. F. Bone
A fighter, Sam Williams is marooned on
the bleak world of Arthe. Soon he joins
the local police... and is fighting for his
life. The enemy? The drug that drives
men mad, Tonocaine! In an
action-packed adventure, Williams
trails a madman lusting for power
across the strange, forbidden planet.
But the madman is chasing him, too!
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Solzhenitsin says more
By RON BINNS
In August 1918 Lenin wrote to the Penza
Provincial Executive Committee, who were
unable to cope with a peasant revolt, "Lock
up all the doubtful ones in a concentration
camp outside the city."
Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn
The Gulag Archipelago Two
Harper & Row. Paperback. $2.95
In the same year concentration camps
were set up in three Moscow monasteries.
By 1926 the Gulag system of camps for
political prisoners had spread across the
USSR, and one of the earliest accounts of the
Gulag reality had been published in the
West. This memoir faded from view, just as
all the subsequent ones did, and while the
fascist tyranny established by Lenin and
Trotsky went completely out of control
under Stalin, intellectuals from the West
arrived to record glowing accounts of the
Soviet utopia.
,. As late as 1942 self-deluding leftist intellectuals like Sidney and Beatrice Webb
were arguing in books like The Truth About
Soviet Russia that the USSR was one big
cosy family of proletarian bliss functioning
under the benign paternalism of comrade
Stalin.

SOLZHENITSIN . . . free in '73

As one or two Marxist intellectuals
And, sadly, even today one can pick up
leftist newspapers in which men like Lenin, realized from the beginning, Leninist
Trotsky and Mao are hailed as intellectual centralism and Marxism are incompatible.
and moral supermen, instead of arrogant, Lenin believed- in an elite corps of incallous dictatorial human beings subject to tellectuals leading the proletariat on to the
Marxist super-state, yet ironically this was
all of the vices that other mortals are.
Gulag Archipelago has two important the antithesis of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, in theory as in practice.
theses.
Marxism was the first ideology which
Firstly, that Stalinism was not an
aberration within the Soviet system, but projected a consciousness of the very
merely a magnification of fascist elements existence of ideology. Yet, tragically, it
within the State structure, established by became a crude tool in the hands of an
Lenin and Trotsky and still in existence a u t h o r i t a r i a n dictator like Lenin to
today. (One of the most revealing aspects of rationalize the mass murder of of all those
the Watergate affair was the evident puz- groupings opposed to Bolshevik control.
zlement of Breznev and Mao over the way
Lenin was unquestionably a deeply moral
Nixon's plans for his enemies were regarded
man in relation to his hatred of Czarist
as a crime in the West).
autocracy. At the same time he was
Secondly, that the West, acutely aware of bourgeois, in his private life, in his cultural
the atrocities committed by Nazi Germany, tastes, and in his complacency. Deeply
will never quite believe or grasp the Soviet scarred by the execution of his older
horror until it, too, experiences invasion and brother, he became no better than a Hitler
colonization by the USSR.
once the power of the state was in his hands
Gulag Archipelago Two offers a shat- alone.
tering, emotional account of life inside the
The results were both tragic and absurd.
camps, but it is of more than documentary
A
deaf and dumb carpenter got a term for
significance. The trilogy as a whole is enagitation! How? He
titled An Experiment in Literary In- counterrevolutionary
vestigation and it is useful to compare it was laying floors in a club. Everything had
with Norman Mailer's The Armies of the been removed from a big hall, and there was
Night, where a similar documentary insight no nail or hook anywhere. While he was
into the paroxysm of a great nation is working, he hung his jacket and his service
deployed with a poet's sense of irony and cap on a bust of Lenin. Someone -came and
saw it. Ten years.
despair.
The charge against Grigory
Yefimovich
Solzhenitsin is occasionally heavyhanded
in his sarcasm and bitterness about the Generalov was that he 'used to drink heavily
government.'
system which has blighted his own life. But because he hated the Soviet
he is equally capable of a wry irony, quoting [And actually he used to drink heavily
Marx against the official embalmers of because he and his wife got along badly. ] He
Marx; quoting from Lenin's own collected got eight years.
A saleswoman accepting
merchandise
works, and from the manuscripts of the
Lenin library; and parodying the petrified from a forwarder noted it down on a sheet of
newspaper. There was no other paper. The
techniques of state-sponsored literature:
"There were certainly more escapes than number of pieces of soap happened to fall on
suicides! Admirers of socialist realism can the forehead of Comrade Stalin. Article 58,
praise me: I am pursuing an optimistic 10 years.
line," Solzhenitsin writes.
Lenin corrupted Marxist texts in such a
Perhaps the most--interesting ^ aspect, ..way,, that-s4h#. language of freedom now brought forward in Gulag Archipelago Two provides thegrotesque camouflage for one
is the tragic abyss between the language of of the most vicious regimes in the world.
the Soviet state and the reality.
Solzhenitsin quotes from Pravda:
Marxism-Leninism provides the official
Heightening our revolutionary
vigilance,
vocabulary of the state, yet many paradoxes we will help our glorious intelligence serand contradictions spring from this.
vice, headed by the true Leninist, the
Stalinist
Peoples
Commissar
Nikolai
Ivanovich Yezhov, to purge our higher
educational institutions. as well as all our
country of the remnants of the TrotskyiteBukharinite and other
counterrevolutionary
trash.
*
And as he bitterly points out,
Not one single speech nor one single essay
or article or one single book — be it scienplay done by the Playhouse Theatre centre tific, journalistic, critical or literary, soof B.C. It is an amusing and at the same called — can exist without the use of.these
time thought-provoking production. The primary cliches: In the most scientific of
remaining shows are tonight and tomorrow texts it is required that someone else's false
at 8p.m. at VECC, 1895 Venables St. Tickets authority or false priority be upheld
are $2 and $3.
somewhere.
Without this lie 'even an
academic work cannot see the light of day.
Starting on Wednesday of next week,
And what can be said about those shrill
VECC presents Eight-Four Acres, a new
meetings and trashy lunch-break gatherings
production of the Tamahnous Theatre.
where you are compelled to vote against
Eight-Four Acres is set in the B.C. Interior
your own opinion, to pretend to be glad over
and is a madcap look at the land developwhat distresses you [be it a new state loan,
ment question in this province. The plot of
the lowering of piece rates, contributions to
the play runs something like this—: "Can
some tank column, Sunday work duties, or
young Paul and Lady Liza, escape the vice,
filth and corruption of urban life and find sending your children to help on the
collective farms].
peace and happiness in our Westcoast
This distance between language and
wilderness paradise OR will the Repulsive
reality is ironically captured in one of the
Party win the election and enable the evil
thousands of incidents related in Gulag
Spurio, real estate enfant terrible, to wreak
Archipelago.
his terrible revenge on their friend and
There used to be a city in the Far East
benefactor T. Timer?" Well, it will be interesting to see what will happen now that
the Repulsive Party won the election in
reality but check out the play and see how
J e r e m y Long foresees the future.
Showtimes are 8:30, March 25-27, March 30April 3, April 6-10. Tickets are $2.50 on
By BRUCE BAUGH
Tuesday and Wednesday, $3 on Friday and
Friday night'sStephane Grappelli concert
Saturday, and Thursdays it's pay what you
at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre will be
can.
treasured in the memories of music lovers
This week's Pacific Cinematheque show is
for some time. Grappelli demonstrated with
the 1932 film, Red Dust, starring none other flawless accuracy just how expressive an
than Clarke Gable and Jean Harlow. Gable
instrument the violin can be when the music
originally didn't want to work with Harlow,
being played is jazz.
who at that time had a reputation as a noThe jazz Grappelli plays is more melodic
talent blonde, but after filming the two sex
than it is abstract or intellectual. His imsymbols together, this movie became a high
provisations, which were simply brilliant,
point in the history of movie erotica, 1930's owe perhaps as much to his classical
style. A must-see for old movie freaks.
training as to jazz and blues. Here and there
Showtime is 8 p.m. at VECC on Monday.
one could hear passages that could have

VISTA
By ANNE WALLACE
The Centre Coffeehouse will be open again
tonight starting at8:30 p.m. and running to 1
a.m. This week they will feature a Bluegrass
ensemble called A Drop in the Bucket. If you
were one of the fortunate few who wandered
into the conversation pit an hour or so after
the AMS general circus last week you might
have heard them playing a few tunes.
» They are an excellent group. All of them
have been playing individually for many
years and together they really cook. Feel
free to drop into the Coffeehouse and give
them a listen. Residence people, don't be put
off because of the rain. The Coffeehouse
people will send a bus over to Place Vanier
at 8:15 and to Totem Park residence at 8:30
to give you a lift over and will return at 12
midnight.
If you're up for a few classical tunes,
VECC presents its seventh Masterpiece
Music concert Sunday night at 8•p.m. This
week's performer is Ianalee DeKant on the
h a r p . with the Purcell String Quartet.
Tickets are $2 for students.
More classical music from the Vancouver
Society for Early Music and the Vancouver
Chamber Choir . . . tonight they will present
their first of two Musica Concertats. This
features Vancouver's best choral ensemble
with musicians playing authentic period
instruments. Concert time is 8:30 p.m. at
Kyerson United Church.
VSO presents its second group of concerts
in the CHQM great composers series next
week with famed violinist Yehudi Menuhin.
Concerts a r e March 22, iz and 24 at the
QUeen Elizabeth Theatre, at 8:30 p.m.
W. 0. Mitchell's Back to Beulah finishes
this weekend at the Vancouver East
Cultural Centre. This is another successful
Friday, March 19, 1976

Jazz
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PRISONER

living in Gulag

with the loyal name of Tsarevich — 'Crown
Prince.' The Revolution saw it renamed
Svobodny, meaning 'Free.' The Amur
Cossacks who once inhabited the city were
scattered — and the city was empty. They
had to resettle it with someone. And they
did: with prisoners and the
Chekists
guarding them. The whole city of Svobodny
became a camp.
And so it is that symbols are spontaneously born of life.
The camps are not merely the 'dark side'
of our post-revolutionary life. Their scale
made them not an aspect, not just a side, but
very nearly the liver of events. It was rare
for our half-century so to manifest itself so
consistently, with such finality.
And what was the scale?
No one can tell for sure.
Solzhenitsin estimates that about 50
million people served long sentences in the
Gulag camps. How many died is unknown,
though there is no doubt that the Nazi
atrocities against the Jews were chicken
feedrsin comparison.
"Whereas the fascist regimes based acts of
mass murder on a certain logic (racism),
the Soviet system became totally deranged.
Terror became a key component in the
operation of the State. Mutual mistrust bred
mutual cowardice.
And as for those imprisoned, well they
were KRs, enemies of the revolution. As the
years passed the wqrd 'revolution' itself
faded. Very well then, let theni be 'enemies
of the. people.' That sounded even better."
In spite of myths of a thaw, the situation in
the Soviet empire is not encouraging.
Documents like Czech playwright Vaclav
Havel's 'Open Letter' (printed in the current
issue of Survey magazine) show that intellectuals are still being harassed and
censored by a fascist state apparatus.
For too long the New Left has been
complacent in its responses to the darker
side of the Soviet states which purvey a
Marxist rhetoric while committing mass
crimes against their citizens.
There is much that is distasteful about the
Solzhenitsin cult particularly when it is
paraded by those who would defend reactionary and racist regimes by shouting
'Communist threat.'
Nevertheless, Gulag Archipelago Two
remains essential reading. It is pointless
feeling concerned about Chile, South Africa,
or any other fascist state, if the most
monstrous totalitarian tyranny of them all is
allowed to float free of criticism on a froth of
pseudo-Marxist verbiage.

sizzles
originated in a violin concerto by Mozart or
Brahms. At other times he would p k y a
sizzling blues riff.
Working with jazz tunes that hail mostly
from the swing era and before, Grappelli
would touch on the melody line as the piece
began and then bring the band behind him
into the song before launching on a solo. His
technique is astounding. He displayed
speed, accuracy and sensitivity even in
passages that were almost baroque in their
intricacy. Yet the theme being improvised
on was never lost in the improvisation.
See PF 8: JAZZ
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Jazz
From PF 7
The fusion of musical styles
which is the sound of le jazz 'ot is a
jazz style which Grappelli helped
originate with the Quintet of the
Hot Club in France, which he
formed with the legendary Belgian
gypsy guitarist, Django Reinhardt.
Although Grappelli only played
with Reinhardt for half a dozen
years, his association with the
celebrated guitarist has remained
his chief claim to fame. That's
unfortunate, for Grappelli himself
is a musician of the highest calibre,
and he has attracted the admiration of such people as the
great classical violinist Yehudi
Menuhin.
The band behind Grappelli
featured Diz Disley and Ike Isaacs
on acoustic guitars and Brian Torff
on acoustic double bass. Both
Disley and Isaacs played well,
Isaacs being the more relaxed and
confident of the two, while Disley
was something of a flash.
Nevertheless, both showed a
mastery of their instrument and
their diverging styles complimented each other. But the
surprise highlight of the evening
was Brian Torff's bass solo on
Duke Ellington's Satin Doll. It was
nothing short of superb.
Grappelli played twenty songs
during
almost
two
hours.
Highlights for me were Lime
House Blues and Gershwin's Old
Man River. My companion, who
has forgotten more about jazz than
I'll ever know, was impressed with
the way Grappelli changed around
the rhythms and arrangements of
the songs. It is a credit to the band
as a whole that in any given piece
they were able to move through
different a r r a n g e m e n t s with
complete ease and confidence.
Grappelli is a master. His music
is full of elegance, grace and wit. It
was definitely a concert to
remember.

Brecht
From PF 6
flexible enough to enable new
members to pass through.
Other plans for the future include
original productions and a
province-wide tour.
"One of our artistic goals is to
get new audiences," said Fenwick.
"We may develop plays that will be
directly related to people's lives."
He did not say when Touchstone
would begin to produce its own
plays.
"There is a possibility that we
can set up a tour around the
province with the British Columbia
Drama Association," said McCall.
"We haven't decided if that would
be this summer or later on, but
that's one of the projects for the
coming year.
If the performance of The Exception and the Rule is any indication. Touchstone will offer the
Vancouver public a chance to
observe good original acting.
A SUBFILMSOC
PRESENTATION

MOVING OUT
Final Clearance
Moving Out Sale Permit No. 44 360F Starts 10 a.m., March 19, 1976
Below are just a partial stock list and examples of name brand stereo equipment that have to be cleared out.
Tremendous savings on PIONEER, M A R A N T Z , SHERWOOD, Y A M A H A , EPI, A R , BOSE, I N F I N I T Y ,
O H M , ESS, D U A L , THORENS, KOSS, BGW, PHASE L I N E A R A N D M O R E ! Most units available are new
and in factory sealed cartons. Some are demos, and a few are trades. Full manufacturer warranties
applicable on new and demo equipment. Hurry for best selection. Due to the anticipated volume of
business, we shall not be able to handle phone orders. Sorry, no dealers please.

LOUDSPEAKERS
AR 7
AR 4xa
AR 6
AR 2ax
AR MST
AR5
AR 3a improved
AR LST
EPICURE Model 10

EPI 100V
EIP201A
EPI 250
EPI 350
I n f i n i t y POSII
I n f i n i t y 1001A
I n f i n i t y Column
I n f i n i t y Monitor Junior
I n f i n i t y Monitor

Bose 301
Bose 501 Series II
Bose 901 Series II
Studiocraft by Bose Model 330
Studiocraft by Bose Model 440
Marantz 5G
OhmF
Advent U t i l i t y

RECEIVERS, AM/FM TUNERS, AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

SX-434 receiver
SX-535 receiver
SX-636 receiver
SX-737 receiver
SA-6500 amplifier
SA-7500 amplifier
SA-8500 amplifier
SA-9500 amplifier
TX-6500 tuner
TX-7500 tuner

Pioneer TX-9500 tuner
Sherwood S-7010 receiver
Sherwood S-7110 receiver
Sherwood S-7210 receiver
Sherwood S-7310 receiver
Sherwood S-8900A receiver
Sherwood S-7900A receiver
Sherwood SEL-400 amplifer
Sherwood S-2400 tuner
Yamaha CR-400 receiver

Yamaha CR-600 receiver
Yamaha CR-800 receiver
Marantz 2240 receiver
Marantz 3200 pre-amp.
Marantz 150 tuner
Marantz 140 power amp.
Epicure Model 1 power amp.
Epicure Model 4 pre-amp.

Phase Linear 2000 pre-amp.
BGW 750A power amp.
CM Labs R-805 receiver

TURNTABLES, TAPE DECKS
TURNTABLES
Dual 1225
Dual 1226
Dual 1228
Dual 510
Dual 601
Pioneer PL-12DII
Pioneer PL-15R

CASSETTE DECKS
Pioneer PL-55X
Fons CQ-30
Ariston R D M
B & O Beogram 3000
Thorens TD160

Yamaha TB-700
Dual 901
Pioneer CTF2121

SAVE 10, 20, UP TO 50% IH
EXAMPLES
E L A C 50H Mk II Turntable
Garrard 86SB Turntable
Pioneer PL-12D Turntable
EPI 201A Speakers
Advent U t i l i t y Speakers
Yamaha TB-700 Cassette Deck
Phase Linear 4000 Preamp

$89
$79
$96
$199 ea.
$119 ea.
$219
$659

Pioneer SA-9100 amp
Pioneer QX-646 Quad Receiver
Marantz 2220B Receiver
Marantz Walnut Sleeves
Yamaha CR-600 Receiver
Sherwood S-7110 Receiver
Sherwood S-8900A Receiver

$279
$299
$269
Half Price
$349
$249
$479

Th* Directors Compony presents

Genehkxkmorv
"The
Conversation!'
this Thur., Sun. -

7:00

Sat. - 7:00/9:30 7 5 C I
(No shows on Friday!!!)
Bring AMS Card and
another 75c in case
| you want to see the movief
again!
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CUSTOMER PARKING AT REAR
1034 Davie St. (near Burrard) 681-8188
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Schools make dependents
From page 1
of major subjects while at
jobs. The 1970 grads, on the other university, we again discover a
land, prefer public service work 60 significant decline in popularity of
per cent to 40 over the private the more instrumental or career=ector.
oriented subjects and a sharp rise
"If we now look at the change • in the less merchantable subprofile over 30 years in the choice jects," the report says.

Elections confirm CITR's
musical (?) direction
Ward said a firm policy has yet
UBC radio CITR has elected two
iew executive members for 1976- to be set regarding CITR "sound"
but that he would like to see the
77.
In a close election Thursday, station play less "popular " music
jTTR member Roger Ward beat next year.
raisjc director Greg Ioannou for
Ioannou, who termed Ward as
dee-president, while Bob Good- musically "right wing," said he
,vin, a former Alma Mater Society would like to see CITR play music
axternal affairs officer, lost to more like what CKLG-FM used to
CITR member John Plant for play.
ousiness manager.
Ioannou said he was disapWard said while he hoped music pointed at losing the election but
Sould not be the mainstay for the that "I'll still be music director
station next year, he said he hoped next year so I'll have a bit of input
Susie played would have a special into the station."
:iTR "sound."
Ward is likely to support CITR
president
Richard
Saxton's
policies on the executive.
Saxton, who narrowly won the
presidency over a progressive
From page 1
t
aid. "A couple regulars took the candidate one week ago supports
AM-pop-type musical formats.
yfaole load."
Both Saxton and Ward advocate
Tynan said the 3,500 figure set
'or quorum may be lowered to greater coverage of campus events
5,085. This may be done, he said, by on CITR.
Assistant music director Bruce
setting quorum at 15 per cent of full
ime students instead of 15 per cent Baugh said Ioannou, if elected,
if day students. (Day students are would have "balanced off" Saxhpse who attend UBC for at least ton's role on the executive.
In view of the election results,
jne class between the hours of 8:30
Baugh said it is unlikely he will
a.m. and 4:30 p.m.)
return to CITR next year.
)ave van Blarcom, Student RepreLoser Goodwin said he doesn't
:entative Assembly president,
think t h e r e a r e any
real
lowever, said the situation "is not
philosophical differences between
tie end of the world."
himself and Plant.
"It's a bad time of year and
"We both just wanted the job,"
iverybody's short on time," van he said.
Sarcom said. "It's a lousy time to
;et students involved in issues
yhen they've got t h e i r noses
Hiried in books."
Only three people from UBC
yere involved in making up the
•Serendum, Sagaris said. Because
>f_ the lack of participation from
JBC students, BCSF is becoming a
:ollege-dominated
organization,
;he said.
"It is an example of the kind of
rresponsibility shown by student
gaders," she said.
Polling stations are scheduled to
« open all day today in SUB,
sedgewick library, Buchanan
Kiilding, and the law and civil
jngineering buildings.

Bad time'

"We would thus conclude that
the dependency population is
recruited
and
trained
predominantly prior to adult entry.
"We would speculate that this
r e c r u i t m e n t is institutionally
determined and results from institutional adaptation to a closing
of occupational opportunities in
white collar areas.
"(Sandy) Lockhart has identified a major shift in educational
policy that supports the conclusion
that dependency attitudes, skills
and expectations are now being
systematically socialized and
conditioned in the schools."
The study notes that fewer
graduates are seeking private
sector jobs, according to senior
officials in the private sector.
"They also found community
college graduates more desirable
as workers than university
graduates because such graduates
took orders better, were more
prepared to learn on the job and
came better socialized to private
sector values than did university
graduates.
"Yet as noted, they still hired
university g r a d u a t e s and increasingly with advanced degrees
for most of the better jobs that
were available, but at lower
starting salaries for jobs with less
career potential."
The report recommends that
changes in the dependency
population group be closely
studied, especially as they relate to
welfare claims.
"The study has identified increasing trends of middle class
origin Social Assistance recipients,
as well as highly educated middle
class recipients of grant-oriented
programs.
"These relatively new members
of the dependency population
possess more viable means of
pressuring for scarce economic
resources
during
economic
crises."

w
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CUSO INFORMATION NIGHT
General Information and Discussion
Tuesday, March 23rd - 7:30 p.m.
Rooms 402-404 International House
All disciplines welcome.
Final information night this year.

NOTICE OF
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
THEA KOERNER HOUSE
Graduate Student Centre
Thursday, March 25, 1976
at 12:30 p.m.
in the Ballrooom at the Centre

NOTICE
The Board of Directors will recommend to the membership a
change in the Constitution that will increase the fee from $26.00
to $29.00.

NOMINATIONS
NOMINATIONS are now being accepted for three positions on
the Board of Directors of the Graduate Student Centre.
Nomination forms are available at the Centre office, until
Tuesday, March 23, 1976 at 4:00 p.m.

For me, good food
and a good beer go together.
That's why I askforHeineken.
" ™fe
It's all a matter of taste."

BLACK & LEE
TUX SHOP
NOW AT

1110 Seymour St.
688-2481

George & Berny's
VOLKSWAGEN
REPAIRS

COMPLETE SERVICE BY
FACTORY-TRAINED
MECHANICS
FULLY GUARANTEED
AT REASONABLE RATES

731-8644
2125 W. 10th at Arbutus
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'Tween classes
TODAY
PHOTOSOC .
Return
of
prints
from
spring
exhibition to exhibitors, noon to
1:30 p . m . , S U B 2 4 5 .
ALLIANCE FRANCAISE
Discussion o n French universities in
Qttebec
and
France
for
those
interested
in
studying
abroad,
n o o n , Bi*. 3 1 8 .
PSYCH S T U D E N T S ASSOCIATION
General meeting, n o o n , Angus 2 2 3 .
SKYDIVING CLUB
General meeting, n o o n , S U B 2 1 5 .
BALLROOM DANCE CLUB
Club w o r k s h o p and evaluation of
past s e a s o n , n o o n , S U B p a r t y r o o m .
EL CIRCULO SPANISH CLUB
General
meeting,
noon,
Brock
annex 3 5 1 A .
REJECT CLUB
Repeat s h o w i n g o f Mag K i d d i n g ,
t h e o n l y movie on campus, o n l y 50
cents, 7 : 3 0 p . m . , S U B 2 1 2 .
UBC N D P C L U B
Beverage n i g h t , 7 : 3 0 p . m . , S U B
205.

AMS A R T GALLERY COMMITTEE
E x h i b i t i o n H u t 19, f r o m U B C ' s art
education department, 10:30 a.m.
— 4 : 3 0 p.m., S U B art gallery.

TUESDAY
HILLEL HOUSE
F r e e Israeli f i l m f e s t i v a l — T h e
Israelis, n o o n , S U B 2 1 5 .
CUSO
F i l m : Battle o f 10 M i l l i o n , n o o n ,
MacMillan 158.
HABITAT FILM SERIES
Last G r a v e at D i m b a z a , 7 : 3 0 p . m . .

Unitarian
Church
Community
Centre, f o r t y - n i n t h and Oak.
MUSIC D E P A R T M E N T
Graduation
recital f o r composer
Roland
Kerbis,
8 p.m.,
Music
b u i l d i n g recital hall.

AFGHAN
II HOUSE
THE ARTISTRY IN FASHIONS
FROM AFGHANISTAN

WEDNESDAY

Over 150 styles

SIMS
Introductory
lecture, n o o n , B u .
321.
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Poet D a l e Z i e r o t h reads f r o m his
works, noon, Bu. 202.

Hand Embroidered
1 0 0 % C o t t o n Products - Pre-shrunk - Pant T o p s
Shirts — H a r e m Pants — Patched S k i r t s
N o m a d i c Costumes

-

1 1 : 0 0 - 7 : 0 0 daily, Friday til 9 : 0 0

UBC ATHLETIC SOCIAL CLUB

953 DENMAN ST.

DANCE TO BOWSER MOON

GRADUATE STUDENTS !

FRIDAY, MARCH 19
8:30-12:30

THE CENTRE COFFEE HOUSE
Bluegrass
band A D r o p in t h e
Bucket,
8:30
p.m.,
Lutheran
campus centre.
THUNDERBIRD HOCKEY
Televising o f game b e t w e e n U B C
a n d West G e r m a n n a t i o n a l t e a m ,
8:30 p . m . , N o r t h Shore Cable 10.
NAROPA INSTITUTE
Jeremy
Hayward,
institute
vice-president,
lectures
on
meditation
and education
— a
Buddhist
approach
to
learning
noon, education 1007.

,
.
Nominations are now open for the following positions on the
Graduate Student Association Executive:

SUB BALLROOM
Full facilities - Tickets $1.50

President
Secretary
Assembly Co-Ordinator
2 AMS Representatives
Internal Affairs Officer
External Affairs Officer

ROYAL BAN K
serving
British Columbia

SATURDAY
CHINESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Skating party, members free, skate
r e n t a l s 5 0 cen.ts, 8 : 3 0 p . m . , w i n t e r
sports centre skating r i n k .

A

n o m i n a t i o n requires t h e signatures o f t e n graduate s t u d e n t s . F o r m s are

available in t h e Grad S t u d e n t Centre o f f i c e , and should be returned there.

SUNDAY
PRO-LIFE SOCIETY
Protest m a r c h , 2 p . m . , V a n c o u v e r
General Hospital.
MUSIC D E P A R T M E N T
Graduation
recital
of
soprano
Lyndsay
Richardson,' 2 : 3 0 p.m.,
Music building recital hall.

MONDAY
SIMS
Group meditation, noon, IRC G 4 1 .

CUSO
F i l m : Battle o f 10 M i l l i o n , n o o n ,
Geog. 2 0 5 .
SRA
Panel
discussion
on
academic
f r e e d o m a n d t h e r e c e n t dismissals
f r o m UBC's board of governors,
noon, SUB 207.
•>£*««=";.'

TRANSFER
OF ACCOUNTS
ARRANGED
TO ANYWHERE
UNIVERSITY AREA BRANCH
Charlie Mayne, Manager
Audrey B u d l o w , Senior Loans Officer
Tina Verveda, Loans Officer

StaafI f!
Ubyssey staffers — now hear
this. The Ubyssey will hold a
regular staff meeting Sunday
during which the most intelligent
minds in the university expound on
matters of great import.

10th at Sasamat— 228-1141

U.B.C.

BARBERS
"~
nternationally Trained
Hairstylists
Open Tues. - Sat.
9 a.m. - 5 : 3 0 p.m.
460S W. 10th A V E .

40 — Messages

ACADEMY AWARD documentary —
The War Game — (Peter Watkins) is
being presented at Q.E. Playhouse,
Monday, March 22, at 8:00 p.m. Admission FREE. Sponsored by the
Ad Hoc Committee For A World
Disarmament Conference, 228-9557.

HAPPY 14th BIRTHDAY, Suzy MacKinnon. Love, Big Brother.

RHODES

50 — Rentals
A T T R A C T I V E S E M I N A R ROOMS t o r e n

— blackboards and screens. Free us-:
of projectors. 228-5021.

60 - Rides
65 — Scandals
SUBFILMSOC (who else?)
present
The Conversation (with Gene Haci;
man) a fully loaded" thriller. Thi
Thurs. and Sun. 7:00; Sat. 7:00/9:30
No show on Fri. Bring 75c, AM.
card and the tapes(?>.

11 — For Sale — Private

70 — Services

228-9345

STEREO,
"BUBBLE"
mlodel,
two
speakers, foam mattress on support,
chest of drawers for sale, March 27.
Lyndia, 263-8080.

EXPERIENCED

Imported clothing f r o m India -

5 — Coming Events

^ 5 *
• ^

3 7 4 3 W. 10th
AT A L M A
Tues. - Sat.
Noon - 6 p.m.
Kashmir

RATES: Campus - 3 lines, 1 day $1.00; additional lines 25c.
Commercial - 3 lines, 1 day $1.80; additional lines
40c. Additional days $1.50& 35c.
Classified ads are not accepted by telephone and are payable in
advance. Deadline is 11:30 a.m., the day before publication.
Publications Office, Room 241, S.U.B., UBC, Van. 8, B.C.

VISIT

""^p
^ ^ *

T A N D A R U TRADING

-

THE CLASSIFIEDS

Western Canada's finest selection of
sound equipment. 3 sound areas for
undisturbed listening, knowledgeable
staff, highest quality—lowest prices.
Featuring — Marantz, Pioneer, Kenwood, Sony, Technics, Teac, Tannoy,
Dual, Thorens, Leak, Wharfedale,
Klipseh, Nakaimchi, etc.
2699 W. Broadway
733-5914
"The Finest for Less"

• ft

GATE

N o m i n a t i o n s close T u e s . M a r c h 2 3 . E l e c t i o n s a r e o n T h u r s . M a r c h 2 5 .

10 — For Sale — Commercial

It will be held 1 p.m. sharp a t .
Anne Wallace's house. If you don't
know the address, drop in to the
Ubyssey office, and look at the
bulletin board.

Nepal

Friday, March 19, 1976

UBYSSEY

Afganistan

- Central & South America.

SPRING SALE
10% - 30% OFF
DECO RATE WITH PRINTS

HIKING, CAMPING, SPECIALS
REG.

SALE

S.E. WOODS NYLON TENT
Double Wall A-Frame
EDGAR COTTON TENT
Double Wall, H.D. Floor

99.50

2 MAN BT-1Q0

66.95

49.95

3 MAN BT-120

86.95

69.95

4 MAN BT-140

96.95

74.95

79.95

^ROTTEFELLA-TROLL-VING-BONNA-SCfa

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI SALE

grin bin
3 2 0 9 W . Broadway

738-2311
(Opp. Liquor.Storeand Super Valu) '
Art Reproductions
Art Nouveau
Largest Selection
of Posters in B.C.
Photo Blowups
from Negs & Prints
Jokes - Gifts, etc.
'DECORATE WITH POSTERS'

REG.

SALE

SCHWENDENER F.G. MOHAIR
77.00
96.00
BONNA 2400 S
87.95
70.00
BONNA 2400
75.95
60.00
BONNA 2000
80.00
64.00
BONNA 1800
73.95
59.00
VING, VIKING, GERRY BOOTS, ROTTEFEUR
FONIX, 210 TUR, RACER BINDINGS, POLES,
TOKO, CLOTHING 20% OFF

fcVAX e m ?
Wit. 'OUT-FITTERS

FpR THC FRCE

SPIRITS!

1790 W. Georgia
At Denman
687-1113
687-5337

20 — Housing
COMMUNAL HOUSE West Pt. Grey,
woman preferred. April to Sept. $155
mo. For rent, food, utilities. 2289693.
NEAR BEACH and planetarium. Top
two floors of house. Suit three
couples or five singles. Two stoves.
Adults, no pets. $600. Avail. April
1st. 738-9728.
ONE PERSON to share four-bedroom
house on campus with three guys.
Non-cig. smoker. House has swimming pool. $187.50. 224-1519. Available Apr. 1.
MOVING OUT? Young married couple
need 1 bdrm. apt./suite for May 1st
near UBC. Jack or Kathy 224-4240.
ROOM AND BOARD Kerrisdale. Responsible student. Male preferred.
$150. Ph. 261-0156 evenings.

25 — Instruction
TAI CHI CHUAN for health and selfdefence forms and application call
Mr. Cho, 874-4932.

30 — Jobs
P/T JOB 3-6 DAILY. Full time summer
if suitable. CaU 224-3609 eves. 6-9
Mr. Green.
ATTRACTIVE HOSTESS wanted. Call
681-9816 from 11:00 a.m.-2:00 a.m.
546 Howe Street.

35 - Lost
BLUE CHECKED MOHAIR scarf lost
two weeks ago between Buch. and
Main Library. Reward offered. Ph.
253-0673.

MATH

TUTOR

wi]

coach 1st year. Calculus, etc. Even
tags. Individual instruction on
one-to-one basis. Phone: 733-3644. 1
a.m. to 3 p.m. daily.

80 — Tutoring
BOGGLED MINDS & WISDOM HEADS
Call the Tutorial Center, 238-455
anytime or see Ian at Speak-Easj
12:30-1:30 p.m. $1 to register (refunt
able).
FINALS COMING SOON. Tutoring hei
in math and chem by UBC gradua.
in math/chem. 731-7886.

85 — Typing
ACCURATE TYPING, essays, thesi
etc., by ex-school teacher. Electr
typewriter. Copy or tape. 266-945'
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING. Essay
thesis, manuscripts. 266-5053.

90 - Wanted
99 — Miscellaneous
HERITAGE CRAFTS GUILD will 1
presenting a arts and crafts fa
March 26, 27, 28, noon till 10 p \
at 2611 West 4th Ave., over tnir
booths, Greenpeace. Live entertaL
ment, food. Antique door prize.
lr=lr=Jr=Jr=Jr=Jr=ir=Jr=Jr=Ji=rr:

USE'
UBYSSEY
CLASSIFIED
TO SELL - BUY
INFORM
jr=ir=^r=^r=Jr=ir=Jr=Jr=Jr=Jr=Jr.
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SPOR TS
Cubans win here
By MARK LEPITRE
Cuba defeated Canada three
games to two in international
volleyball action in War Memorial
gym Monday evening.
Canada won the first two games
of the best of five match, playing
against Cuba's second string. The
Cubans went primarily with their
first team to takejthe final three
games.
Both teams played well but the
Cubans were slightly off stride.
Cuba is ranked in the top 10 in the
world and is expected to take a
medal at the Olympics this summer.
The two teams, which will be in
the same pool in the Olympics, will
meet five times as they tour
western Canada. Cuba took the
second match in three straight
games in Calgary. The Cuban
coach was apparently upset by his

team's performance in Vancouver
and went with the first string all
the way.
Volleyball returns to War
Memorial gym tonight and
Saturday as UBC hosts the B.C.
Senior "A" Championships.
The Thunderbirds and Thunderettes (past and present) will be
two teams entered in the tournament.
The 'Birds captured the
Canadian intercollegiate title this
season, with the Thunderettes
second in the women's national
intercollegiate tournament. The
Thunderettes' two coaches will be
playing for the team.
The competition on both sides of
the tournament will be strong. The
chief threat for the 'Birds will
come in the form of the Vancouver
Volleyball Club. VVC was third in
Canada last season, and is one of

the few teams to defeat UBC this
season.
On the women's side the Chimos
will be the team for the Thunderettes to beat. The Chimos won
the national championship last
year and have been one of
Canada's top teams for many
years. There are nine ex-Chimos
on the national team, evidence of
strong Chimo coaching.
Action gets under way at 6:30
p.m. when the Thunderettes take
on B.C. Olympics and the 'Birds
face University of Victoria.
Play will resume early Saturday morning.
The winners of the tournament
will represent B.C. at the Canadian
Senior "A" championships to be
held in Moncton at the end of April.

Wrestlers compete in Quebec
By BOB RAYFIELD
The Thunderbird wrestling team
sent some representatives to
compete as members of the B.C.
team which came second in the
Canadian Open wrestling championships held at St. John's Quebec
recently.
The competition was gruelling
and the B.C. team faced some
tough opponents. B.C. had 80
points, second to Ontario with 86
points. UBC coach Bob Laycoe was
in charge of the B.C. team.
There were two divisions in the
meet, junior and senior. The strong
showing in the junior class by the
UBC wrestlers proved to be the
deciding factor in B.C.'s secondplace showing.
In the junior and senior divisions
there were two types of wrestling
— freestyle and Greco-Roman.
In freestyle, holds are allowed
above and below the waist. Foot
sweeps are also allowed in
freestyle.
In
Greco-Roman
wrestling, holds above the waist
only are allowed.
In the junior class the best
showing was by UBC's Clark
Davis, in the 177-pound class. He
won a gold medal in freestyle
wrestling and in Greco-Roman.
Davis is a first-year wrestler with
UBC and he proved to be the most
consistent competitor. He was
named the outstanding junior
wrestler in the competition.
The best wrestler for B.C. in the
senior division was Marty Lum. He
wrestles in the 106-pound class and
is B.C.'s senior champion. He won
a gold medal in the Greco-Roman
wrestling. Lum is in his second
year on the UBC wrestling team.
The other senior wrestlers were
Mike and George Richey. Both had
very tough matches during the
competition.
Mike Richey went against the
MOUNTAIN FESTIVAL FILMS
PRESENTS

FIVE INTERNATIONAL
MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
FILMS
• Everest — Fight for the Face —
English
• Out of the Shadow Into the Sun
— Swiss
• Little North Face — New
Zealand
• Abyss — French
• Solo — U.S., Canada
Saturday, March 20, 8:00
John Oliver School
530 E. 41st
Students-$1.50
At door or
Vancouver Ticket Centre
630 Hamilton

Iranian world champion, Bazegar,
in the 167-pound division. Bazegar
was the best wrestler of the Iranian
team.
The Iranians are currently
ranked fourth in the world.
Bazegar was losing the match
after the first round but came on
strong in the next two rounds to win
the match.
Bazegar is favored to win in his
class in the summer Olympics in
Montreal.

George Richey was leading his
Iranian opponent in points but lost
out on a pin in the last minute of the
bout.
Barry Lam and Mike Grist were
the other junior wrestlers from
UBC and they both placed third in
the junior class.
This meet was a good indication
of the ability of the UBC wrestling
team. They managed a secondplace finish in the tournament even
though the competition was strong.

GRADUATE STUDENTS!
G.S.A.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Friday, March 26, - 1976 - 12:30 p.m.
GRADUATE STUDENT CENTRE - GARDEN ROOM
All Graduate Students Please Come!
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Graduate Student (T.A.) Funding Study
G.S.A. Financial Report
Policy on Supplementary Conference Grants to Grad Students
Application f o r funds t o ship used clothes to Africa
Policy on G.S.A. funding of graduate student sports activities
(eg. hockey-ice time)

THE VANCOUVER INSTITUTE

AN EVENING WITH
FRANCES
AND
HARRY ADASKIN
SATURDAY, MARCH 20, 8:15 P.M.
UBC MUSIC BUILDING
Generations of UBC students and Vancouverites have
acquired a deeper appreciation of music from the
Adaskins. In this lecture/demonstration, they will
discuss and play selections from a wide range of music
to illustrate their theory that artists reflect the
condition of the society of their time.
PLEASE NOTE - This is the last lecture in the 1975-76
series sponsored by the Vancouver Institute. It will take
place in the auditorium of the UBC Music Building,
NOT in the Woodward Instructional Resources Centre,
where the Institute normally meets.

—bob tsai photo
C A N A D A ' S GREG RUSSELL (14) and A l Taylor (2) t r y to force ball
over the net against unidentified Cuban player in international
volleyball action played in War Memorial Gym Monday evening. Canada
took first t w o games but lost the final three to loose match.

TEQUILA
SAUZA
TheTequila
with the
spirit of
Mexico,

Friday, March 19, 1976
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come and hear what's made A&B Sound
such an immense favourite among stereo buyers . . . .
The best information on Hi-Fi anywhere; low prices on a great sehKtiea tmi expert service. Get it ALL from A&B Sound!

Model 2230

Model 4G

Model 1030

Marantz makes speakers too!
Very good ones. Listen to this
8" 2-way system and you'll
hear what we mean.

59

95

What a price on a great amp!
15 + 15 watts under .3 T H D
and guaranteed for three full
years. (Sleeve optional).

179

95

Better than the rest, the 2230 was
the number one rated receiver
tested by a leading publication.
30
+ 3 0 watts. (Sleeve
optional.)

THOR§N5*

TAYA

O YAMAHA

Model LP-100
Taya, a new name in
audio from TOSHIBA
AUDIO INDUSTRIAL
is being introduced at
prices unheard-of for
this quality!

99

399 95

TB-700

95

With SME arm!

Model 160B
A limited edition of the world's finest
tonearm, the SME 3009, mounted by
Thorens
o n their top-rated 160
turntable.

319 95

Features include: • Line input
mic mixing • High recording bias
frequency • Hot pressed ferrite
record play head • 3-position tape
selector • 2-year warranty parts
and labour.

298 95

POWERPLAY!
I N D ASH
Model 3521

A M / F M stereo and cassette player. Slot loading design. The
best in car stereo from A & B Sound.

13995

UNDERDASH
Model 3511

Quick-mount cassette player for
music wherever you go. Locking fast forward and rewind. A
real good buy.

99 95

Model 3138

Eight track player, illuminated Power-play and program
indicators and quick- mount design. More power for more
music.

139 95

